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Sociological interpretations of Marx's work have traditionally focused
on the development the strucLuralist element present in his thinking.
The thesis which I present breaks rvith this established orthodoxy
insofar as activity, rather than structure, is understood to be the
basis of social formations. This thesis explores the relation between
the 'active side' of consciousness and that which forms consciousness'
primary objectivities, wealth, establishing activity as the principle of
connection. The metamorphic forms of social activity, i.e. commodities,
money and capital, define the prinrary content of consciousness. It is
this content which stands as the material for consciousness' secondary
reflections, and therefore circumscribes the development of these
secondary, ideological formations. The emergence of contract and tort
law, as secondary formations, and as derivations of the commodity and
money forms respectively, are analyzed in their historical development
as an illustration of this process. These specific legal normative
systems, âs products and forms of secondary consciousness, are
therefore understood as socially determined.

ABSTRACT
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It might have been expected, ... that long ago Marxism would
have formulated in a more theoretical way the fundamental
findings of the sociology of knowledge conceining the reration
between human thought and the conditions of existence ingeneral, especially since its discovery of the theory of
ideology also implied at least the beginnings of the sociõ1ogy
of knowJ.edge. That this implication could never be broughl
out and theoretically elaborated, and at best only camepartially into view, was due, however, to the fact thát, in
the concrete instance, this relation was perceived only in the
thought of the opponent.... the tendency in Marxism to shy
away from a general, sociological formulation may frequently
be traced to a timitation r.rhich a given point of view
imposes on a method of thinking (Mannheim, '1936:27i) 

.
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For Marx, the key to understanding the nature and structure of a society

is the form of wealth which predominates in it. Marx's method of

'decoding wealth' reveals the material and social systems of human

activity which receive objective expression in this basic phenomenal

forn. Understanding wealth in this way is also the key to understanding

the subjective or conscious forms which these systems of human activity

nranifestr âs well as providing the basis for the derivation of the

corresponding secondary and more complex ideological formations.

The purpose of this thesis is to explain the emergence of legal norms

from their economic basis by explaining the transformation of forms of

wealth and consciousness into systems of ideology. Determination of the

origin and development of contract and tort law in England will serve as

a focus for the development of this theoretical and methodological

perspective. The emergence of contract and tort l-aw will be presented

as an ideological manifestations of the historical development of wealth

from commodity form to money form. Wealth, in the form of capital

proper (i.e. industrial capital) appears later than commodities and

money, both logically and historically, and is, therefore, beyond the

scope of this thesis.

TNTRODUCTTON

The interpretation of Marx's texts I employ in this Lhesis wilI

appear in sharp contrast to structuralist interpretations. The

distinguishing feature of structuralist Marxj.sm is its assumption that

-l



society, at

defined in accordance with the extent of ownership or controt of the

means of production. Economic power, i.e. control over the means of

production, conceptualized as an interest of the dominant class

appropriate to the naintenance of control, becones transformed inlo

state policy and legal norms. The influence of the donrinant class on

the state is either direct "through the manipulation of state policies"

or pressure uþon the state (eotd et al.,1975:34), or indirect, whereby

the state transcends the interests of factions within the class to

ensure the legitimate accumulation of wealth, thus serving the interests

of that class in the long run. The divergence of interests within the

class structure means that those with power have their interests served,

through the preservation of the equilibrium of the system, to the

exclusion of the "real interests" (Lukes, 1974) of the subordinate

classes. The interests of the subordinate classes become mystified

through the hegemonic control of the dominant class which asserts

control, again eiLher directly or indirectly, over the major socializing

institutions within society, so that these institutions serve to

rationalize the status quo, through the perpetuation of ideas which

foster the same.

Structuralist Marxism, as a distinct theoretical and methodological

orientation, has its origins in the French anthropological tradition,

most notably in the structural anthropology of Levi-Strauss ( see

Àlthusser , 1970:108), and was later focused on Marx's work, which was

adapted to it, by Àlthusser (1970).1 In later structuralist derivations,

2

its basis, is structured according to econonic classes,

1 See, for example, Readinq
dominance of structure"
developed and employed not

Capital (pp. 9'1-118) where the logic of "the
and its relatively autonomous levels, is
only in Althusser's reading of Marx, but in
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("g" Uilliband, 1969 and Poulantzas , 1974) the explication of

contradictions, conceived of as oppositions developed within or as a

result of lhe class structured nature of society, stands as the basic

premise from which analysis proceeds.

The interpretation of Marx presented here does not deny the

structural implications of Marx's work, nor the ease with whichrin any

of Marx' s texts , one wi 11 f ind suf f ic ient evidence to support Lhe

development of a class based theory of society. Althusser's reading of

Capital llas successful in abstracting2 the structuralist element in

Marx's thinking, establishing structuralism as orthodox Marxism, and

l-eaving the remainder as inconsequential. The perspective I present

breaks v¡ith this orthodoxy in order to determine what is consequential

for sociological theory, and consciously suspends the structuralist

interpretation, focusing instead on those elements of the logic which

fall outside that orientation.

This thesis is based on Marx's original texts and the work of work of

several leading Marxist scholars. Following Lukács ( 1 968 ) , who saw

orthodox Marxism as method, Ilyenkov (1977, 1982) and Mamardasvili

(1970, '1986) have further distilled Marx's logic and, in turn, offer a

distinctive orientation to his texts. The perspective offered by these

individuals perhaps orves its existence to their willingness to yield to

his reading of Hege1 as well. in contrast, the thesis which is
presented in the following pages focuses on 'activity' rather than
structure.

2 Throughout this thesis, the term abstraction is used to denote the
process of 'drawing away from', or the removal of something from its
original (concrete) unity. Concrete is used to denote a "unity of
diverse aspects" , or "unity in diversity" ( see I lyenkov's The
Dialectics of the Àbstract and Concrete in Marx's Capital, for an
elaboration of this usage.).



Marx's warning against treating Hegel as a "dead dog" (Marx,

As Marx states:

I therefore openly avow myself the pupil of that mighty
thinker, and even here and there, in the chapter on the theory
of value, coquetted with the modes of expression peculiar to
him. The mystification which dialectic suffers in Hegel's
hands by no means prevents him from being the first to present
its general form of working in a comprehensive and conscious
manner (Marx , 1978:302).

Marx's work in many ways parallels that of Hegel, especially in the

development of his methodological orientation which is a direct result

of his transformation of Hegel's 1ogic. I{hile preserving the general

form of Hegel's dialectic in his work, its idealist content was, in
Marx's hands, replaced with a materialist content r so creating a

materialist dialectic. From Marx's point of view, this transformation

stood Hegel's l-ogic right side ùp, for with Hegel it was "standing on

its head" (Marx , 1978:302).

4
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For Marx, the content of history which replaces Hegel's Absolute Spirit,

or God, is humanity, or r more specifically, the activity of 'free

individuals'. Free individuality is the 'true' unity of particularity

and universal-ity in individual activity, or the particular activity of

the individual projected in accordance with the knowledge or

consciousness of its universal (species) character. As Marx states:

"The whole character of a species - its species character - is contained

in the character of its life- activity; and free, conscious activity is

man's species character. " The universality of human activity is

premised on the fact that:

an animal produces only under the dominion of immediate
physical need, whilst man produces when he is free from
physical need and only truly produces in freedom therefrom....
An animal forms things in accordance with the standard and
need of the species to which it belongs, whilst man knows how
to produce in accordance with the standard of every species
(Marx , 1978:76], .

CATEGORIES OF FORM AND CONTENT

Universal knowledge, or consciousness of self as species being and

therefore universal in character, is not, however, realized by any

purely cognitive operation. This content is only reaJized in and

through the process of objectification, i.e., in the very real forms of

human sensuous activity (labour, practice). it is in this process of

"creating an objective world by his practical activity in working up

inorganic nature, Ithat] man proves himself a conscious species being"

(Marx, 1978:76\" Free individuality is only manifest in the movement of

actually transforming reality, which is the process of realizing this

ideal character of human activity.

-5-



The process of human history is the objectification,

of this content in ever higher forms. The stage at which the

simultaneous subjeciive-objective manifestation (form or mode) of human

activity is adequate to this content is reached is free individuality,

or human society. Human society is the unity of form and content, but

not a static unity; free individuality is an infinite movement of

becoming. Previous formations in the development of content (e.g. the

commodity, money and capital forms), are expressed as, and appear both

in reality and- in consciousnessr âs metamorphic forms. Content is

expressed in a form ali.en to itself, in the form of estranged labour, in

which labour: or human sensuous activity (sensuous is defined as that

side of reality which is perceived by the senses), appears divided (i.e.

abstract). This division appearsr oD the one hand, in a particular

form, separated and opposed to (estranged or alienated from), what

appears on the other hand as its general or social form.3 Às a result,

the social character of activity appears merely as a means to private

ends, rather than an end in itself. Thus, the process of creating an

objective world by practical activity, the process of materializing or

realizing content, is the process of the estrangement of the species

life-activity from hurnanity. The form of estranged Iabour transforms

"nan's species being, both nature and his spiritual Isocial] species

property, into a being alien to him" (Marxr 1978:77). And, at the same

time forms consciousness "in such a rvay that the species life becomes

for him a means" (Marx , 1978:77).

6

or realization,

3 I n the commodity, for example,
internal contradiction of these
necessary forms, that is, in the

this division is manifesL as t.he
mutually exclusive, and mutually

form of an abstract unity.
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The expression of labour in an alien form is its materialization in

the specific forms of wealth, commodities, money and capital. Wealth,

being the simultaneous subjective-objective form of human sensuous

activity, is both product and form of this content in both its natural

and spiritualr or social properties. As a content-bearing phenomenon,

or the phenomenal form of social sensuous activity, wealth nanifests in

itself both general and particular forms of human activity. In its
estranged form, wealth appears, and therefore consists of, this twofold

(abstract ) manif estation.

The substancea of all wealth consists in Lhe fact that it is the

product and nraterial form of human interaction with nature (productive

force) and human social relations (relations of production). Àt any

particular level of development of productive forces, there corresponds

a particular social relation. In combination, these tv¡o aspects stand

as the form of human sensuous activity, or mode of production, the

manifestation of which is a particular form of wealth. Human

interaction with nature stands as the basis from which social forms of

activity are manifest, and so stand as Lhe substance of all wealth

independent5 of its social configuration.

o i.e., that which is expressed in a phenomenal form,
phenomena.

5 À11 wealth necessarily contains a social component. Human activity is
not 'fixed' in any one form or relation by nature, and therefore
requires the transmission of this knowledge from the activity of
others. Thus, relation with nature is only presented as an abstraction
for the purposes of analysis.

or the essence of



Interaction with nature is the basis of all human life" As Marx puts

it, Nature is humanity's 'inorganic body' ( i.e. not belonging to the

immediate structure of the organisrn) which requires continual

transformation for the reproduction of human existence. Nature serves

not only as a means to human life, but also serves as the necessary

medium for i.ts expression, the natural medium for the objectification6

of hunan activity. The result of this transformative activity is its
objectification in material form, in the form of an object of utility,
or use-vaLue.

THE PRODUCTION OF WEATTI{

The production of use-values is a process in which both human and

natural forces participate. The setting in motion of human (productive)

forces requires the adaptation and use of natural material in accordance

with, and by means of, natural forces. in the process of transforming

nature, humanity is itself transformed in ihe expansion of its active

capacities, through the acquisition of knowledge of natural forces. The

process of transforming nature, or the "working-up of the objective

world", is the process of humanizing nature, which includes both an

ob;ective transformation of nature and the subjective appropriation of

this transformation, as knowledge. This appropriation does not appear

Use-VaIue

6 i.e. The creation of an objectively human
process of humanity giving itself objective

-8-

r¡orld or environment is the
existence in the wor1d.



after the fact, but is an aspect of the process itself:
The object of labour is, therefore, the objectification of
man's species life: for he Ii.e.man] dupticates himself not
only as in consciousness, intel1ectually, but also actively,
in reality, and therefore he contemplates himself in a world
that he has created (Marx, 1978:76).

The object of labour and the subjective idea of it are not two separate

exisLences but two sides, aspects or moments, of the same labour

process" The active transformation of nature results in the production

of an object of utility, or use-value.

À use-value is, in the first place, a material thing capable of

fulfilling a human need, and is always the result of transformative

activity in a particular form. To particular productive activity Marx

ascribes a natural character, in that the result, or product, always

comprises a natural element (Marx, 1977b:37). The product, however,

does not owe its character as use-value to nature, but to activity in

its particular form as it appropriates natural material; it is this

content which gives such objectivities their character as use-vaIues.

Nature stands as the material medium for the expression, or

materialization, of sensuous activity in all of its particular

manifestations. The material body of the thing, i.e. that which owes

its existence to nature, acts as the material bearer for the

objectification of the substantial relation between human and nature.

The material body of the product, while required for the realization, or

actualization, of particular activity, serves only to represent, in the

form of a material object, activity's utility"
Every element of material rEealth...must invariably olre Iits]
existence to a special productive activity exercised rcith a
definite aim, an activity that appropriates particular
nature-given materials to particular human wants. (Marx,
'1 978 :389 )



The utility of activitY does not'

other than a material form, and

the process of decomPosition, i.e.

one form or another.

In the forms of wealth which will now be considered, the commodity

and money forrns, the social or general aspect of human activity appears

as abstracted fron particular activity, as a transformed formi of this

material basis. Marx begins his analysis of capital with analysis of

the commodlty form, which is the genetic basis of capital.

The wealth of those societies in which the capilalist mode of
production prevails, presents itself as an 'immense
åccumulation 

- of commodilies' , its unit being a sin91e
commodi ty. (Marx , 1 978 :303 )

The social forms of both money and capital have their basis in the

commodity form, which, therefore, contains the secret of the development

of these later forms. it is also through the analysis of the commodity

form that Marx'S sociological standpoint becomes apparent.

I.tealth, in its particular historical form as a commodity' manifests a

twofold character; it is a thing "sensible, supra- sensible or social"

(Marx, 1977b:37). The sensible character of the commodity form, as has

been shown previously, is a result of humanity's transformation of

nature, a process which is expressed in a material form. This aspect of

human activity, that is, use-value, constitutes "the substance of alI

wealth, whatever may be the social form of that wealth" (t¡arx, 1978t

and cannot, manifest itself

then only 'rea11y' manifests

in the activity consuming

ComnoiliLy Form

10

in any way

itself in

its use in

7 Marx's conception
some translations

'transformed'
as 'converted'

or 'metamorphic' form also appear in
f orm (e. g. Marx , 197'1b) .
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p.303). The commodity, then, being a form of wealth nust be a

use-value, i.e., it must embody or represent, in its nateriality, the

utility of a particular sort of labour, and, therefcre, be an object of

specific utility. The aspect of human activity which manifests itself

aS wealth's social character is the supra-sensible aspect of the

commodity and is the resul-t of human interaction, not with nature, but

with other humans, i.e. relations of production. This supra-sensible

character proves itself to be distinct and yet indistinct from the

sensible forn of the commodity.

The social relation which gives rise to the commodity form is

exchange. The production of conmodities presupposes the division of

labour into 'independent' units of production, and that the product

formed by labour in its particular aspect, i.e. the specific use-va1ue,

is not intended for direct consumption on the part of the producer, but,

rather it is intended to be a use-vaLue for others. For exchange to

take pIace, one producer must provide the other with an object of

utility for the other to desire its appropriation, and vice versa, such

that exchange encompasses two qualitatively different objects of

utility. The process of producing for exchange, rather than for direct

personal consumption, requires the production of an object to fulfi11 a

social need, the manifestation of which is a 'socialized.use-value' .

This particular form of value is only realized in exchange, and appears

as a conmodity's "exchange-va1ue".

In order for the exchange of 'commodities' to take place, i.e. in

order for two producers to appropriate the use-value of each other's

labour, the qualitatively different character of their activities, as
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manifest in the form of their objects, must somehow be equated" For

both objects to be made equivalent, it would appear that bolh must share

some common characteristic in addition to their uncommon differences.

That which makes these commodities different, and stands as the material

premise of exchange, is the particular variety of labour embodied in the

object (labour in its particular form as use-vaIue). Therefore, that

which makes them equivalent, and exchangeable, must be a third thing

that stands as distincl from the object as use-value. If, in trying to

determine or isolate this common substance, both commodities are

analyzed independently from the process of exchange, either before or

after, no matter which vantage point is taken, âs objects of use- val-ue

only differences are evident. In fact, that substance which is expressed

as a commodity's exchange-va1ue, is the opposite of that which forms its

materiality; "not an atom of matter enters into its composition" (Marx,

1978:.313). The exchange-value of a commodity is a non-material, or

supra-sensible, substance.

The only way in

denominator is to make abstraction from the different varieties of

labour embodied in them. The only quality left to the commodity, having

undergone such a transformation, is the fact that it is a product of

human activity ' in general' . The fact that this form of value,

exchange-value, is only manifest in exchange, attests to the fact that

this supra-sensible property of commodities is a social substance, i.e.,
a manifestation of a social relations. This social substance appears in

the commodity form as a complete abstraction from parÈicularity, as the

division of labour into a general character (exchange-value), on one

which commodities can be reduced to a common
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hand, and a particular character (use-value) on the other, both existing

in the commodity form as abstract moments.

In the exchange of two commodities, Commodity A and Commodity B,

Commodity A is equated rvith Commodity

rel-ationship these two objects cease to be commodities, in that they

express only qualitative differences, they become comnodities when they

stand in a relation to one another. In this relationship one commodity

expresses its exchange-va1ue relative to another, making the other stand

as the measure of its equivalence. the fact that exchange-va1ue is a

purelyB social relation, and that this is not self-apparent in

commodity exchange, is due to the form the expression of value takes.

The demystification of this social character lies in the understanding

of value's 'relative' and 'equivalent' forms.

Equating two commodities, as commodities, in abstracti.ng from the

different varieties of labour embodied in them, means their reduction to

a quantity of simple human (abstract) labour, measured in time. The

useful property of the commodity is independent of the amount of labour

(time) required Lo appropriate its usef ul qualities (t'tarx , 1978:303).

Labour-time is a quantitaLive determination, and is independent of its

qualitative, or useful, characteristics. Exhange-va1ue is the general

form human labour expressed abstractly, and while it does not express

the utiiity of labour, neither is it a metaphysical property, or'thing

cf air'. Às Marx (1978:316) puts it, abstract labour only becomes value

"in its congealed state, when it is embodied in the congealed form of

some object;" it must be expressed "as having objective exiStence", but

B, or A=8. While outside this

I pure is used in this context to refer to something which is abstract.



its objective existence can only be expressed, or

when one commodity gives itself this objective

means of its transformation of the material

commodity con only express its exchange-value

Relative to itself, in the equation À=À (".g.

what is expressed is only use-value.

Continuing the example, considered from the standpoint of Commodity

A, Commodity n plays the passive role of equivalent to À, serving as the

material medium whereby the value of Commodity À receives objective

existence. Commodity 0, in this relation, stands as the'form of value'

(representing value), while at the same time, retaining its character as

a material palpable thing (use-value). Thus, in relation with Commodity

B, Commodity A transforms the value in use, B, "into a substance in

which to express its, A's, ovln value" (Marx, 1978:317). Àccordingly,

Commodity B acts like a mirror which reflects the value of Commodity I,
officiating as A's equivalent while remaining a qualitatively different

thing. The two forms of value are both mutually exclusive and mutually

necessary for the exchange of commodities. No single commodity can

serve both in the same expression, for it is not possible Lo express the

value of Commodity a in Commodity e. The value of À can be expressed

only relatively, presupposing the existence of another which will serve

as A's equivalent. Conversely, for B to express its value in A,

Commodity A, in turn, must assume the opposite pole of the expression

and become B's equivalent.

14

manifest, in exchange,

existence as value by

form of the other. A

in a 'relative form.'

iron=iron or corn=corn),

I n the course of exchange, the particular objects undergo a

metamorphosis, where, as in the above example, Commodity A expresses its
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value only in the transformed form of Commodity B. In this relation

Commodity B is transformed from a mere use-value into a form for the

expression of the value of A, a process within which its use-'¿aIue, is

sublated.s Thus, for Marx, the commodity appears as an object which is

both sensible and supra-sensible, expressing value as distinct and yeL

indistinct from its sensible form.

It is in this social relation

(labour independent from its particular manifestation) of the individual

is determined as an aliquot part of the labour power of society. The

extent to which the labour-power of an individual counts toward the

labour-power of

products express Èheir value relative to the products of others, which

stand as equivalents forms of hers. Emerging from this social relation,

those products which assumed the role of equivalent, once again manifest

their particular character as objects of utility, and are therefore

capable of fulfilling particular needs, aims, and purposes.

the whole,

of exchange that the labour- polrer

Because the social character of individuaJ- labour,

is determined by

which it contributes to the aggregate

manifest in the interaction of material

producers becomes in their eyes, a social relation between things. The

relation of producers to t.he sum total of the labour of society is only

the extent to

s Sublate is a translation of the German ¡vord aufheben (to put by ¡ ot
set aside). Hege1 defines its double meaning as: " (1) to clear
away, or annul: thus, v¡e say, a 1aw or regulation is set aside; Q) to
keep, or preserve,: in which sense vre use it when vle say: something is
well put by. This double usage of the language, which gives the sane
word a positive and negative meaning, is not an accident, and gives no
ground for reproaching language as a cause of confusion. we should
rather recognize in it the speculative spirit of our language rising
above the mere 'either-or' of understanding" (1975:142).

which her

labour-power

things, the

the extent to

of society, is

relation between
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given objective existence in the commodity form, so lhat Commodity B, by

its character as a material thing, seems naturally qualified to express

Commodity A's value. The social power of labour ca:ried on in private

thus appears in an alien form; in lhe form of a supra-sensible property

of things endowed with a life of their own. This is the 'fetishism'

which attaches itself to the commodity form, such that relation bet¡+een

producers are reduced to material relations, while their social relation

is transformed into relations between things.

The social character of men's labour appears to them as an
objective character stamped on the products of that labour;
because the relations of the producers to lhe sum total of
their labour is presented to them as a social relation,
existing not between themselves, but between the products of
their labour. (Marx, 1978: p.320)

Às a result of the social character of labour appearing only in the

netamorphic form of a thing, the social relation of exchange appears

only as a means to the private appropriation of the material form of the

labour of others.

In the simple exchange of commodities, the value of the commodities

is determined within their autonomous relation, where one stands forth

as value by reason of its relation to the other. Removed from this

relation, upon completion of exchange, each object loses its character

as a commodity, and agaín becomes merely use-value to its nevt owner.

The actual expression of value is a disappearing monent in the process.

That is, at the same time that the commodity assumes a metamorphic form,

it comes into the hands of the other as a mere use-va1ue. Each exchange

witnesses this process of sublimation.

Money Form
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Because neither commodity can assume both forms of the expression of

value at the same time, but must assume either one or the other forms,

each commodity could, in a given proportion, assume the role of

equivalent, and therefore express the value of ail others. For example,

(y¡) anount of Commodity e could be expressed as the equivalent of (x)f,

(y)C, or (z)o. Flith increases in the volume and circulation of

commodities, one commodity becomes singled out for just such a role.

This is the genesis of the money form of value.

I^iith the emergence of the money form of value, one commodity is set

aside as the 'universal equivalent', Lhat is it takes the form of

equivalent to all other commodities, such that the value of commodi'"ies

B, C, and D can all be expressed in the form of A. The result of this

transfornation is instead of exchanging Commodity B for C, B is

exchanged for Commodity A in order to be exchanged for Cr( or B = A =

C), and the original process of exchange appears split into two separate

relations, i.e. buying and sel1ing.

The process of selling appears in the form of B = A, (or commodity

transformed into money; C-M), whereas the process of selling appears as

A = C (or money transformed into commodity; M-C). Taken in its

entirety, the process appears as: commodities transformed into money

and money transformed back into commodities (or C-M-C). Though it
appears as two relations separated by time, it is in fact the same

relation of simple exchange (or C-C), with the exception that the social

relation which then appeared as a disappearing moment in simple

exchange, nor^¡ appears in a phenomenal form, which gives this relation



itself an independent existence. r0

Money is a commodity which has undergone a further metamorphosis as a

result of the circulation of commodities. Às a conmodity, it must,

therefore, embody use-value, the capacity to be put to use. Be it in

the form of livestock, fashioned stones, coins of precious meta1, or

paper etc., money manifests this quality. However, as the one commodity

which stands as as the rneasure of the value of all others, its

significance as use-vafue becomes transformed such that it loses its

significance as a value-in-use except in its capacity to play the role

of equivalent. This is attested to by the fact that it is not consumed

after its appearance in the exchange relation, but rather, it is

exchanged again for another commodity which is then consumed.

The impetus of money is always toward further circulation, whereas

the impetus of the commodity, while produced for exchange, is toward an

exiL from the circulation process to its realization as use-value.

Money's use is limited to its capacity to reflect the value of

commodities. Thus, money is not itself va1ue, as value is only manifest

in the relation of commodities. Value is incarnated in a material form,

as money, yet it remains distinct from its form as a material thing.

Money is a purely symbolic form of a specific social relation.

18

The symbolic property of the money form, as with all symbols, owes

its significance to something other than what it is itself. In the case

of money, it is social labour-povrer', which it reflects as its 'other

being', its being other than its material body. The form of money can

1o Thus, as Marx puts
relations around in

it, those who possess money really do carry social
their pocket.



assume the role of equivalent

poþrer to determine the extent

a part of the social (abstract

the social character of labour

Both commodities and money are phenomenal forms of social relations;

they are the objective forms of a relation between producers. Às a

result of the process of production being carried on in private, the

labour process is manifest dividually. In its manifestation in a

particular form, a use-va1ue, its objective existence is in the form of

a material thing. The expression of the social character of production

appears not as a relation between people but as a refation between

things; in the metamorphic form of commodities and money. in the

commodity form, this social character appears as as a supra-sensible

propertyr or attribute of, a specific qualitative thing, and is both

distinct and indistinct from this material fornr. in the form of money,

19

to any commodity and lhus possesses the

to which any individual's labour counts as

) labour-power of society. Money embodies

in a pure form.

Sunmarv of Wealth

one commodity undergoes a

qualitative character, as a particular form of labour, is transformed,

such that the phenomenal form appears purified of this, its original

content. Money stands as the form of mediation of antithesis of quality

and quantity (as expressed in the conrmodity form) and symbolizes the

suspension of this antithesisrll in the form of a general 'measure', or

universal equivalent -- the one commodity to which all others must

measure or express their value.

further metamorphosis such that its

11 The contradictron
form, it is merely

of the commodity forrn
suspended in a higher

is not resolved in the money
f orm.



The process of the objectifícation of

is its realization in an alien form, where the social appears in the

form of socialized wealth. Exchange-value and money correspond to

particular systems of social relations, the former to simple-exchange,

the latter to circulation. The metamorphic form of the expression of

these relations has irnportant implications for the corresponding

formation of consciousness. It is to this subjective side of reality

which this discussion must now turn.

20

the social character of labour



One of the basic premises of Marx's Èheory is that human activity

differs in one fundamental way from the activity of other natural

creatures, in that "man, and only man, ceases to be 'merged' v¡ith the

form of his life-activity; he separates it from himself and, giving it

his attention, transforms it into an idea." (ilyenkov, 1977:278). In

producing this distinction, "man makes his life-activity itself the

object of his will and his consciousness." (Marx , 1978:76) It is in

this sense that human activity is the product of a 'thinking being'

TTTE PRODUCTION OF CONSCIOUSNESS

capable of transforming activity into a subjective image,

consciousness as an 'ideal' form of that activity.

What distinguishes the most incompetent architect from the
best of bees, is that the architect has built a cell in his
head before he constructs it in wax. The labour process ends
in the creation of something which, when the process began,
already existed in the worker's imagination, already existed
in an ideal f orm (Marx, '1978:344) 

"

The ideal (knowledge) is an 'active faculty' of humanity, expressed as

consciousness (ideal forms) of the real forms of human activity. The

ideal, therefore, does not exisl soleIy in the mind, as a thing' but

with the help of mind's creativity vis-a-vis the process of production.

Às Ilyenkov puts it: "the ideal .." is engendered and exists not in the

head but with the help of the head in the real objective activity of man

as the active agent of social production" (Ilyenkov , 1977:261), The

process of production is one in which consc iousness necessarily

participates.

1n

-21
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Because humans do not directly merge with their forms of activity,

that is, they do not directly inherit forms of activity along with their

bodily capacity to act, the presence of the individual in a developed

system of social-material relations is a necessary and irreducible

condition of existence. Forms of human activity are passed on from

generation Lo generation not as physiological or psychological

structures but as a set of historicalJ.y created relations of individual

to individual and individual to nature in the form of objects, Í.e.

the form of objective, sensibly perceived phenomena, or wealth.

The fundamental distinction between man's activity and the
activity of animals is this, that no one form of activity, Do
one faculty, is inherited together with the anatomical
organization of the body. All forms of activity (active
faculties) are passed on only in the form of objects created
by man for man. (Ilyenkov, 1977:277).

In order to master the forms of activity embodied in these material

objects, the object must be transformed into an image of the activity

which produced it. The activity itself must be "transformed into a

special object, into an object of special activity" (Ilyenkov,

197'1:2'17), i.e. thought. Then, having constructed an ideal image of the

thing, it can then be reproduced in reality, through the active process

of objectification. }tithout the transformation of the object in an

ideal form, humans could not operate with objects; they could not

transform nature or the objects of previous transformations into objects

of utility or exchange.

Consider, for example, the relation between consciousness and its

object in the relation of production to consumption. Marx argues that

rather than being split into two separate relations, first producing,

1n



then consuming, consumption itself is an inner moment of lhe process

production -- an ideal moment.

if it is clear that production offers consumption its external
object, it is therefore equal-1y clear that consumption ideally
posits the object of production as an internal image, as a

ñeed, as a drive and as purpose. (Ilyenkov, 1977:260)

In Èhe process of production, the material thing or external- object, is

established ideally, as purpose, aim, need, etc., i.e. as an object of

consumption (use) as wel-l aS a product and form of human activity.

Materially the product is a thing of sense certainty, a particular

formation and combination of natural material. Ideally the product is

the activity which produces it as well as puts it to usei all of which

is 'encoded' in the form of a material-objective thing.

The ideal, then, is both result and form of human activity. It is a

process whereby human activity is transformed into a special object,

objectified and manipulated in the mind first, and, through setting the

sensuous bodily forces in motion, is objectified and materialized in

reality, as an object of sensuous contemplation. Activity requires

naterial for its realization, which it finds in the body of nature, and

actively transforms it by this process, into an objective material form

of its subjective existence. Activity, as such, stands not only as the

basis of the human sensuous world, but also forms the basis of human

subjectivity. In the reverse transformation, these objective forms of

human activity, wealth, can be 'decoded', whereby the sensibly perceived

is transformed into an idea of the activiLy necessary to either

reproduce or use the object, which is then realized by reproducing or

using the object in reality.

23
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Pre-Marxian materialism had maintained a distinction between

thought-objects and material-sensuous objects in that it conceived of

sensuousness (material reality) only as an object of contemplation

(intuition), i.e. passively: "Hence it happened that the active side,

in contradiction to materialism, rlas developed by idealism (e.9.

Hegel)," (Marx, 1978:143). But idealism developed this active side only

abstracLly, conceiving the ideal as a special substance (as Mindr oÍ

Spirit) counterpoised to Lhe human, material world, in which, and

through.which it objectified itself. In Marx's transformations, this

substance was not conceived of as counterpoised to the worId, but,

rather, as human sensuous activity (labour, practice) containing in its

movement both moments of reality and ideality.

For Marx, the ideal is a form of activity which necessarily

corresponds to the form of sensuous objects. "The ideal is nothing other

than the material when it has been transposed and translated in the

human head." (Ilyenkov, 1977:252). It exists as a subjective image of

the process of Lransforming objective reality as an idea, or ideal form.

It exists in the object, not as its material being, but as its being

other than its material being, its being as a form of human activity.

The material being of the object is the phenomenal form of the ideal

which is contained in it (encoded) yet is distinct from it. Thg

materiality of the thing is supplied by nature, which in itself does not

think. it is the relation between human and nature itself which forms

thought's object. Às Marx argued, in isolation from this active

relation, humanity could think as much as the brain could if it was

separated from the human body.
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though the ideal is realized through the particular activity of the

individual, it is not an individual psychological fact. Action

presupposes lhe individual in a relation with other individuals

incorporating forms of action already found in existence and determined

by their social relation. The ideal form or consciousness is not

understood naturalistically, as in the anthropological constitution of

the subject. The relation in which humans transform nature, is a

'human'relation with nature, not the relation of an abstract individual

to nature. As Marx argues: "the human essence is no abstraction

inherent in each individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of

social relations" (uarx , 1978:'145).

Consciousness is a social phenomenon, as product and form of the

socially deternined relations of humans to one another and nature. It is

an attribute of social systems of human activity. Consciousness (the

ideal form) cannot be studied simply in accordance with what takes place

in the head of any one individual because consciousness is not merely an

attribute of the abstracted individual, but rather an attribute of

activity (its movement and relations). It is, therefore, this social

being which forms the categoriesr2 of human consciousness. The formation

of consciousness is not brought about by the sensation of external

things in the body of the individual: "it is not restricted simply to

the reflection of an object in the perception of the subject"

(uamardasvili, 1986:103). Between the object and hunan subjectivity

there exists the indispensable mediating link of social production,

without which the identity between the thing thought and its sensible

12 Such as those posited by Kant
quality, quantity, property.

as q priori categories of reason,
(ilyenkov, 1982:42-43),

eg.
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form could not be explained. For Marx, the object of perception is, in

its reality, the objective form of human subjectivity, in which the

"form of the external thing involved in the labour process is sublated

in the subjective form of objective activity" (tlyenkov, 1977:265).

Marx understood the nature and development of consciousness as

different from its psychological experience in the individual in the

various forms of self-assessment and self-understanding (uamardaåvi1i,

1986:104). The development of the meaningful objects of consciousness

(its products), he found, could not be traced back to the activity of

the individual, to the "seIf-conscious work of the individual thinki.ng

about himself and about the world" (Mamardaåvi1i, 1986:104). Instead,

consciousness was to be studied according to its objectivities, or

meaningful objects which were not simply the products of the individual,

but were seen as generated in and by social systems of activity taken as

a whole, forming the content of consciousness.

A use-va1ue is a product of the hunan transformation of nature into

an object of use, and is only realized as such when it is actively put

to use, that is, when iL fulfills an aim, urge, needr or purpose. The

utitity of the object is not given to it by nature, though in its coarse

materiality it is always natural. It becomes a use-value because its

materiality can be consciously conceived as merging with another object,

which is distinct from it. This other object is that which actively

puts it to use, and gives to it purpose and aim. This object is the

active transformation of the thing by labour as it is conceived in an

ideal form.

Use-VaIue
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Separated from this relation of activity, through which it gains this

ideal character, it ceases to be a human value-in-use. it is not,

therefore, nature as it is in itselfr âs materiality, which posits

itself as a value (as need, urge, aim or purpose) to human existence.

It is labour in the process of its transformation which creates such

values. Labour as objective activity creates both the object of use,

and the subject in a position to use or consume lhe object. From this

standpoint, the distinction between object and human subjectivity, real

and ideal, the sensible thing and its conception in consciousness, is

dissolved. Labour is the substancer or content, which transforns the

body of nature into an object of thought, and thought into the body of

nature.

In the form of an object of utility, labour is always bound up with

the natural material through which it works, and in the form of which it

is objectified. As use-value, therefore, it always comprises a natural

efement (Marx, 1977b:35). As consciousnessr âs ideal form, labour is

always bound up with the necessity of its transformation of nature. In

the product ion of use-values , Iabour appears in the form of

consciousness as it is in reality, as the immediate unity of labour and

nature, in that, labour appears only in the 'form of nature', as an

attribute or property of nature. The resultr âs in feudalism for

example, is that wealth in the form of use-values, appears as the

product and form of naLure, as land, soil, etc. Thus, land appears as

the source of all wealth and labour appears inextricably bound to it.



The activity of exchange presupposes production carried on in

private, which still requires the transformation of nature and therefore

the production of use-values, but use-values of a parLicular sort, i.e.

use values for others, or social use-values. Exchange, therefore, is

always the exchange of use-values in that each producer ideally posits

the other's labourr âs it is embod.ied in its particular material. form,

as use-va1ue. This fact, in and of itself, i.e. the fact that two

particular forms of labour are exchanged, does not explain the exchange

relation, but merely stands as its material premise. It is the

Exchanqe-VaIue

transmission and transformation of these values-in-use,

exchange relation itself, which is of importance.

Central to the exchange of use-values is the idea of proportionality.

One tonne of cotton, for example, bears no natural resemblance lo 20

sacks of wool. They are the products of different forms of labour,

exercised in a particular way. In order to be exchanged, therefore,

abstraction must be made from particularities of their material

nanifestations as use-values. The equation of two qualitatively

different things means that they must both be equal to a third thing,

which exists simultaneously in both thingsr âs their common substance,

yet is not immediately manifest in either of their forms. Making

abstraction from the particular forms in which the labour is manifest,

Marx finds only one common property left, that being simple human

labour-power; labour considered independently of the particular needs,

aims, or purposes to which it is exercised - i.e. abstract labourr oF

human labour in general - measured purely in quantitative units as

labour-time.

28

i.e. the
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The proportion of exchangeability of the objecls involved in exchange

is determined by the extent to which the labour-power, or abstract

labour, embodied in each forms an 'aliquot part' (Marx, 1977c:968) of

the total labour-power socially necessary for their production. "The

value of commodities has a purely social reality, and they acquire this

reality only insofar as they are expressions or embodiments of one

identical social substance, ví2., human labour" (Marx, 1978:313). This

totality of social, pure or abstract, labour, which is expressed as

exchange-val-ue , i s no more than the sun of i ts parts . I,that must now be

considered is how and by what mechanisms the transformation from labour

as use-value to l-abour as exchange-value takes place. The abstraction

which is exchange-value is not simply a result of theoretical reflection

on the matter, but is a practical abstraction which takes place in the

process of production itself.

Production for exchange presupposes that the product

posited as exchange-value in the process of production.

From the point of view of the commodity owner, each of the
commodities appear in different, and namely directly opposed
forms: the commodity he owns is only exchange-value and by no
means use-value -- otherwise he would not alienate, that is
exchange it. The other commodity is, oD the contrary, only
use-value for him, with regard to him only the equivalent of
his own commodity. (ilyenkov, 1982:256)

Though ideally posited as exchange-value, the product of the commodity

owner's activity is not in itself exchange-value, that is to sâYr

exchange-value does not exist in its immediate form. Considered in its

immediacy, the labour embodied in the material form, or product, could

only be useful labour, i.e. concrete labour, and by no means abstract,

sociat labour.13 For example, lhe expression:20 tonnes of iron is equal

13 Considered 'in itself', i.e. not in relation to another, itself the

be ideally
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to 20 tonnes of iron, merely expresses iron as iron, or iron as

use-value. Thus, that which is expressed aS a commodity's

exchange-value, exists only relative r-o another commcdity, and only

really exists in that relation.

That which is ideally posited as the exchange-value of the products

of production is, in its reality, a relation between producers to the

sum total of their labour-power. Owin9, however, to the particular form

that this social relation takes, i.e. exchange between private

producers, the social character of private labour appears in the form of

a relation between things.

The relation of the producers to
labour is presented to them as a

between themselves, but between
(Marx , 1978:321 )

Thus, the products of labour come to mediate the relation between

producers, and as a result come to possess qualities which they would

not otherwise have.

The producer of Commodity À, for example, because she produces for

exchange, hopes to "realize" the exchange-value (social character) of

her labour and part with its use-value, in exchange for what is ideally

posited as a use-value in the hands of cornmodity owner B. In the

process of exchange, what is posited as the exchange-value of Commodity

A is realized in the form of Commodity B as use-value, which stands as

A's equivalent. The sensuously perceived, material body of Commodity f

thus serves to represent the ideal image of Ar as a Supra-Sensible

property of its sensible form. Commodity B, or what is conceived only

the sum total of their own
social relation existing noL

the products of their labour.

'totality' of labour-power
the labour of this or that

which is embodied in lhe product is only
individual in its particular form.
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as use-va1ue, is thereby converted, or transformed, into a substance for

the expression of the magnitude of À's value (social labour-time). In

relation to Commodity À, B undergoes a metamorphosis wherein it appears

to embody this character as an attribute of its materiality. However,

in removing it from this relationship, upon the culmination of exchange'

it ceases to be a material bearer of this social relation, and functions

only as use-value (as an object of use, or consumption, fulfilling some

particular purpose, aim, need) in the hands of its nelv olrner.

production for exchange presupposes consciousness of the product of

particular labour as possessing this supra-sensible character, that is,

for exchange to Lake place the producer must have al-ready ideally

posited the product as exchange-valuer or, have consciousness of the

product as a commodity. Considering the commodity as a particular

objectivity of consciousness, its exchange value is "only the mode of

expression, the phenomenal form, of something contained in it, yet

distinguishable from it." (Marx, p.304) Thus, in the commodity form

there is present to consciousness something which cannot be encompassed

by the sense perception of the individual, while remaining a significant

attribute of this objective form.

The crucial point here is that consciousness is not simply the

product of the individual's mind nor is there some external agency which

presents things to consciousness. Rather, consciousness is ilself a

'form'of human activity. In the case of a commodity, it is a system of

social relations which accounts for the supra-sensible or social

character of the commodity, and its expression in consciousness. The

commodity, as commodity, becomes a meaningful object to consciousness as
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a result of the social relation within which it is involved. The

'content' of this phenomenal form is the systemic links between

individuals. This content, however, is expressed in consciousness as a

metamorphic form, as the exchange-value of a thing.

The transformations which the products of

disappearing noment in exchange. That one product stands as the

relative form of val-ue and the other as equivalent, that neither can

assume both roles at the same time, but always must assume one or the

other for exchange to take p1ace, 'and that commodities exhibit this

mutual exclusivity, and mutual necessity of their moments only as a

result of their interaction, is the secret which remains hidden in the

relation itself. Because it is only through this mediated systemic link

that reality defines this phenomena of consciousness, and provides its

'social meaning', it hides at the same time both the reality of the

relation and the transformatory mechanisms through which it works.

The result is that the conrmodity itself, as an object of

consciousness, appears to possess what is a purely social reality, as an

attribute of its materiality, and emerges as a thing sensible,

supra-sensible, ãs possessor of both use-value and exchange-value (a

social relation) simultaneously, in its thingness. This fetishistic

character which attaches itself to commodities means that a purely

social relation appears, in consciousness as it is in reality, as a

thing, and leads Lo the confusion of social meaning with the sensibLe

properties of its bodily form. What fetishism registers is lhe only

results of human activity, not human activity itself, so that it

embraces not the ideal itself but only its estrangement in external

objects -- as a property of the commodity.

labour undergo is itself a



the reason for this fetishistic form of

Mamardasvili (lggS) explains, is that:

between the real relation cr things as they are, and how they
are present in consciousness, there is a field not covered by
individual perception and is completed by the social mechanism
which provides the individual with some sort of perception of
reality. p.1 09

This field is itself the action of the products of l-abour as they are

placed in relation to one another in the activity of exchange; the

relation which connects one individual's labour to that of the rest.

Through exchange the products of particular forms of labour acquire "one

unif orm social status" (t'tarx, 1978t321) 
"

A producer of commodities is thereby forced to take into

consideration this social status of her product, to make it an object of

her will and consciousness, if she hopes to satisfy her want of

use-val-ues. The character of possessing value, once impressed on these

objectivities, "obtains fixity only by reason of their acting and

reacting upon each other as quantities of value. These quantities vary

continually, independently of the wi11, foresight and action of the

producer" (Marx, 19782323). it is the action of the products of labour

which determines the proportion of exchangeability.

Durkheim ( 1 982 ) , though possessing a logic di fferent fron Marx,

understood this category of social facts. He st.ates: "they consist of

manners of acting, thinking and feeling external to the individual,

which are invested with coercive power by virtue of which Lhey exercise

control over him" (p. 52)" Their coercive power was due to their

externality and in their externality they were to be treated as things.

They assume a shape, a tangible form peculiar to them and
constitute a reality sui qeneris vastly distinct from the

consc 1 ousness ,

JJ

AS



individual facts which manifest
1982:54)

Thus arose Durkheim's axiom "social phenomena are things and should be

treated as such." (1982:69) À$¡areness of these social phenomena (facts)

was not directly attainable but were made apparent only through the

'real phenomena' through which they lrere expressed. "They must be

studied from the outside, as external things, because it is in this

guise that they present themselves to us" (1982:70). Thus, Ðurkheim's

analysis of social facts corresponds closely to Marx's analysis of the

fetishism of commodities. For Marx, however, fetishistic forms of

consciousness, in which the social is manifest only in an external (or

alien) form, correspond to a particular forn of social interaction.

With the advent of the money form of value, the fetishism of the social

gives way to the "symbolization of the social" (t"tamardaåvil-i, 1986:110).

that reality" (Durkhe im,

The dynamics of the exchange of commodities, based upon the

contradicLion contained in the form itself, i.e. the contradiction

between its relative and equivalent forms, eventually leads to the

apparent separation of the two forms of value into two discrete objects.

This occurs where one commodity is singled out to play the role of

equivalent to all other commodities.la In the process of exchange, the

continued acLion and reaction of things upon one another, transforms one

34

Monev Form

1a Hegel presents the money form as follows: " if we consider the
concept of value, we must look on the thing itself only as symbol; it
counts not as itself but as what it is worth. A bill of exchange,
for instance, does not represent what it really is -- paper; it is
only a symbol of another universal -- value.
express the value of a thing not in the specific case but in the
abstract, then it is money which expresses this f967:240\"

But if you want to
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commodity into the representative of the value of any other. This

commodity does not directly enter into the exchange relation, but rather

mediates the relation between other commodities, "serving as the general

measure of the value of the commodities reaIly exchanged." (Ilyenkov,

1977:269\

Às money, this third commodity stands as the symbolic form of the

exchange relation, which is to say, the commodity's value is transformed

into a form which symbolizes its existence objectively, the utitity of

which is only relevant insofar as it facilitates the former

transformation. Gold could be use-va1ue, but in its transfornation into

money or generalized equivalent, there is no intention of putting to use

its material characteristics.

The corporeal, sensuously perceived 'body' of the symbol is
quite unessenrial, transient and temporary for its existence
as a symboli the 'functional existence' of such a thing
completely 'absorbs...its malerial existence', as Marx put it
( I lyenkov , 1977:272) .

When it is removed from the relation in which it serves to represent

symbolically the social character or value, of human labour, it loses

its symbolic status, and appears only as sensibly perceived thin9. "The

properties atLaching to it from nature therefore have no relation to its

existence as a symbol" (tlyenkov, 1977l.273),

Money, like all symbols, has an objective character which it owes to

something other than itself. In the case of money, its significance is

its capacity to mediate the social relation of labour. Standing as

equivalent to both Commodity A and Commodity B in which both can express

their value relatively, in the same equivalent, which is external to

them both. Therefore, once the money commodity (or money form) is
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established in reality, all commodities can be ideally posited as money;

that is, all commodities can be regarded as noney in the mind, though

not as the product of a social process which transforms it, but as pure

exchange-vaiue. It is not at all apparent on its face that its

character of being money is merely the result of social processes; it is

money.

since its immediate use-value for the living individual stands
in no relation whatever to this ro1e, and because, in general,
the memory of use-valuer âs distinct from exchange value has
become entirely extinguished in this incarnation of pure
exchange-value (t'tarx, 1973: 239-40)

Thus, the fact that money is a metamorphic form of a commodity, having

undergone this transformation as a result of its involvement in the

social relation, is not made apparent to consciousness.

Money, âs distinct from commodities, appears only as a social

phenomenon, completely devoid of its primitive content as use- value.

"As soon as the commodity is exchanged for noney its use-val"ue

disappears" (Marx, 1973:254). Exchangeability leads a double existence,

nolr as a commodity, now as moneyr so the act of exchange appears split

into two different acts, commodity for money - money for commodity.

Since these have now achieved a spatially and temporally separate and

mutually indifferent form of existence, the immediate identity of the

two forms of value present in the comnrodity form ceases. Money appears

as the external embodiment of the commodity's exchange-value. The

commodity's property as exchange-va1ue appears as an object distinct

from it, as a form of its social existence separated from its natural

existence. As such money represents something other than it is in

itself" In itself it does not appear as a commodity, as the result of a
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given quantum of labour time, but in its materiality it stands as a

"symbol of the commodity" (uarx, 1973:145).

In social fetishism, a material thing ' a product of the

transformation of nature, appears embodied with a life of its own; the

capac i ty to expreSs and measure the soc ial form of labour as

exchange-value. Thus, to the producers of commodities, "their own

social action takes the fornr of the action of objects." (Marx, 1978:323)

With the advent of money (universal equivalent) the commodity's essence'

its being as a product of the social form of human activity, is

expressed as an externally perceived objectivity.

Once the commodity has been transformed into money in reality, it is

also established as money in the mind, in an icleal form,ls as price.

Price is the nominal transformation of the commodity into universal

equivalence, and, Lherefore, is the expression of exchange-val-ue as

nominally distinct from the commodity form. What is ideally

established, in consciousness, ês price is really established in

practice, as money. Thus, "things appear as what they really are."

(Marx, 1978:321)

What was in exchange a disappearing moment in the

exchange, and therefore appeared only in the form of

fetishism), norl appears as an objective, symbolic form

already been posited, (due to fetishism)r äs a natural

commodities, or as money" Money, as a metamorphic form of

is the synbolic expression of the fetishism of the commodity

i5 Money, like the commodity
idea1. The ideal itself
objective/subjective f orms

is present only as a conscious
is the activity which stands
of its expression.

process of

a thing (as

of what has

attribute of

commodities,

form, thus

form of the
behind these



mystifying the content of these objectivities as product and forms

human social relations, still more.

In the case of commodities and money, the activity of social beings

is manifest, both in its results and in the form of consciousness (ideal

form)r âs stripped of this content and is realized only in these, its

metamorphic formsr âs things (fetishi.sm), âs money (symbolism). These

metamorphic forms of the expression of this content define the figures

of consciousness, present them as sense and meaning, in the forms of

relatively stable phenomena.

In his analysis of commodity and money forms, Marx dispenses with the

traditional mechanistic vievl of consciousness which supposes that

perception of separate and discrete objects causes subjective images

( ideal forms) .

Dropping this presupposition, Marx derives the formation of
consciousness not from the immediate content of separate
objects, brought fron causation into consciousness, but from
relations arising anong the objects in the system.
(t'tamardaåvi1i, 1 986: 1 06)

Thus Marx introduced the idea of 'system causality' where ihe active

relations between people and between people and nature, has a

simultaneous effect on both subject and object. However, the form in

which this system of interrelations is manifest "serves to represent (or

replace) then in consciousness and individual thought is not able to

grasp this representativity" (t'lamardaåvi1i , 1985:107 ) " The metamorphic

torms of commodity and money represent the inner relations occurring

within the system in an indirect manner, i.e. as metamorphic forms of

Sumnarv of Consciousness
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these essential relations. As a result, direct reflection of the

content (as product and form of human activity) in the phenomenaf form

(commodities and money) is ruled out (uamardaåvi1i, 1970:2-3). Thus,

the products of the system of interrelation, while gaining their

existence, sense, and meaning from these practical connections, al the

same time exist in the systen as separate "qualitatively integral

phenomena", as things, with no apparent connection to human activity.

As in the case of the commodity, for example, here a thing appears to

possess a life of its own.

The form of wood, for instance, is altered, by making a table
out of it. Yet, for all that, the table continues to be a
conmon, everyday thing, wood. But as soon as it steps forth
as a commodity, it is changed into something transcendent. It
not only stands with its feet on the ground, but in relation
to all other commodities, it stands on its head, and evolves
out of its wooden brain grotesque ideas, far more wonderful
than 'table turning' ever was. (l,tarx , 1978:320)

This "sham existentiality" (t'tamardasvili, 1970:'1 ) which characterizes

the commodity form, its capacity to represent relations between people

as an objective quality of its thingness, is the secret of commodity

f et i shi sm.

Because the social relations between producers is nediated by the

products of their Labour, these products become endowed with a social

significance which compensates for their amputated connections, in the

form of a conscious relation to the form of mediation.

This observable form of the actual relations, although
distinct from their inner connection, at the same time plays -
owing precisely to its separateness and existentiality - the
role of an independent mechanism in the regulation of the real
processes on the surface of the system (t¡amardaåvi1i, 1970:2)
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The commodity producer exchanges in order to realize sufficient

use-value to fulfill her needs, aims, purposes etc. The determination

of her share in the distribution of the social produce is made in the

process of her production (as labour-time embodied in the form of her

product ) yet only realized in and through the interaction of

commodities. Thus if the individual wishes to retain her share of the

social produce she is forced to pay close attention to the

exchange-value of her product, for it is only relative to the other

commodity (here posited as use-value for her) that the social

labour-power exercised in her production is determined as an aliquot

part of the total labour-power. The exchange-va1ue of her product

depends on the extent to which the other product stands as equivalent to

her own, i.e. embodies the same proportion of labour-po$¡er as her own.

The relaLive value of commodities varies continually, quite

independently of the determination of the individual's wilI. It is the

action ( relation) of objects in the system which makes this

determination and thereby regulates the activity of producers. "To them

their own social action takes the form of the action of objects which

rule the producers instead of being ruled by them" (Marx, 1978:323).

With no direct social intercourse taking place between producers, the

relations which form the content of conscious activity are

systematically reduced to thing-relations. Consequently, consciousness,

which draws its contents (ideas, images) from these systemic links,

through the process of actively constructing ideas of its relations

(ideal forms of social-material activity), is formed in accordance with

the indirect forms in which these relations are manifest.
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Commodities and money, though they form significant objects

(phenomena) of conscious consideration, their origin cannot be traced

back to individual activity (an individual relation). These specific

phenomena are the result and forn (i.e. Being) of a social relation,

thus it is social being which conditions consciousness. Both fetishism

and symbolism flow from this social being-consciousness pairing, such

that the ideal forms of human activity are the result and form of these

metamorphic forms. It is upon this primary basis that secondary,

reflective, or ideological forms of consciousness emerge and are

condi t i oned.



It was Marx's contention that ideological systems such as lega1 and

political systems arose upon a foundalion which was constituted by the

system of productive relations and corresponded to the forms of social

consciousness which arose therein. it would be incorrect to suppose,

however, that such ideological forms were a simple mechanical reflex of

this basis, simply brought from sensation into consciousness.

ideological systems are the product and form of conscious reflection,

and thinking is of course active and creative precisely because it is

not merged with any form of activity or relation in particular.

Thought, however, is never 'pure-thought' but draws its content from

the very real relations in which it enters into, as a necessary aspect,

or moment, in those relations. The reflective thought forms which

characterizes ideology are indirectly determined by the forms of

intercourse which take place between people (relations of production),

and it has for its content those ideal forms of consciousness which Marx

defj.ned as "intertwined in the immediate language of real life"r or

"ordinary consciousness" (t'tamardasvili, 1986:115). And, as has been

shown, this ordinary consciousness corresponds to the distortion or

metamorphosis the products of labour undergo in their interrelation.

Secondary formations are circumscribed by these primary forms, which

provides to logical thought, material reality already posited as ideas,

i.e. consciousness' objectivities, as formed in the 'language of

-42-
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real-life' (".g. commodity exchange and the circulation of comnodities).

These secondary forms of consc iousness are termed ' ideological'

precisely because they are logical re-presentations of the ideal 'iorns'

of activity, and, therefore, do not represent activity (practice)

itself, but only the results of its movement and relations. I.iithout

this practical basis, systems of ideology serve only to rationalize

existing social formations ( i.e.

expressions ) .

The primary forms of consciousness, as fetishism and symbolism, have

their primitive content "suspended" in the form of appearance, or

phenomenal form througir which the ideal is realized. The ideas which

form the primary material of logical thought, through which it

establishes linkages (u.9. syllogistic reasoning and reasoning based on

the hypothetical reiation or correlation of conceptual forms alone),

presuppose this other object, activity, which is "not directly expressed

as the analytic object of thought" (Mamardaåvi1i, 1986:115). Thus,

ideology makes theoretically intelligibte that which exists because of

its indirect dependency on objective appearance, that is, consciousness'

phenomenal forms. But it is an existence which it cannot explain due to

the metamorphic expression of the actual systenic linkages.

Ideology is best explained as a rationalized form of consciousness

which elaborates the content of consciousness, its primary phenomenal

form ( i.e. that which already exists as "intentional objects of

consciousness"; Mamardaåvi1i, '1986:117), establishing connections which,

in their appearance have lost all traces of their origin, and mediation,

as "formal factors liberated from all content" (f,ukács p.126). Such

its fetishistic and symbolic
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formal logic, never gets beyond what is, and establishes what is as

inert facticity (i.e. as adequate ideas of these objectives as taken

from the standpoint of the judgmental capabilities of the isolated

individual or "dispassionate observer", rather than from the point of

view of systemic determination). Thus ideology takes for the content of

its systemizations that which is only formal (abstract) and derived;

activity after it has undergone its metamorphic expression.

In reflection, i.e. in considering the products and forms of mental

activity (ideal forms), something general is revealed, from within the

multiformity of "sensual objectivities of consciousness, "a result that

is fundamentaily inexplicable from limited personal experience"

(llyenkov, 1982:41 ), as something not given in sensuous contemplation.

The general in the isolated facts of perception appears as abstraction

from their particularity. In the designation of this apparent common

property (that which is abstractly general) with a name (label) it
becomes a concept.

To abstract empiricism, concepts (ttre idea of generality or general

ideas) are viewed to be the development of the cognitive work of the

individual.

it is assumed that the individual first experiences isolated
sensual impressions, then inductively abstracts something
general from them, designates it by a word, then assumes an
attitude of 'reflection' toward this genera1... (Ilyenkov,
1982:41 )

Through this perspective, the abstractly general is a product of the

psychological consciousness of the individual, as the general induced

from the sum of or as the sum of separately perceived experiences.

Thus,
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the term 'concept' is taken to mean any verbally expressed
'general', any terminologicaly recorded abstraction from the
sensually given any notion of what is common to many
objects ói airect contemplation. (llyenkov, 1982:41 ).

In this sense, the abstractly general is a reduction of the general to

mere nominalism.

In contrast, Marx views the abstractly general, the appearance of

commonality of mutually exclusive phenomena, aS a real (practical)

abstraction resulting from the movement of commodities (as exchange and

circulation) and expressed in an ideal form in ordinary consciousness.

In ordinary, or unreflective consc iousness, the abstractly general

(social) appears, however, âs a thing or as a symbol of things, thus

passing through (or being actualized through) individual consciousness

but never registering in any other way. Thus, what reflecLion registers

as concept or category is the social nature of sensuality (in the form

of the abstractly general) established a priori as ideal forn from the

movement of these objectivities within the system of social relations.

À11 general irnages that arise in the human head are not, in contrast

to empiricism, the result of passive contemplation of the isolated

individual dispassionately observing things and inductively realizing

their general form. Rather, before the abstractly general is realized

in a concept, it has already been idealized as a form of the sensually

given, as a supra-sensible property of things. It is in this sense thaL

the primary forms of consciousness "include and outline" the secondary

forms which merely develop what is already inherent as properties of the

special objects of consciousness - i.e. the rational elaboration of the

content of consciousness. (Mamardaåvi1i, 1986:1 18)
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Àctivity (practice) forms a necessary mediating link between

consciousness, as formed in the immediate language of real Iife, and its

ideological manifestations, but, considering activity only from the

point of view of its results (i.e. formally) it apparently plays no part

in this transformation, and the categories of secondary consciousness

appear solely as its work and ils reality. Às previously stated,

ideotogy supposes an identification of the abstract concept with reality

( ideal with real, and, hence, the indivisibility of object and

knowledge; MamardaåviIi,'1970:8). but cannot deduce this identity from

its source, instead reducing it nrerely to conscious observation or

contemplation. Whereas, from a Marxian point of view, the abslract

identity of the general and particular is a metamorphic expression of a

spec i f ic form of human act ivi ty.

consciousness aS a direct identity of general- and particular, as

fetishism. Thus, reflective thinking conceptually isolates what is

already unreflectively present as the socially determined (general) form

of specific phenonena.

it is in this sense that reflective thinking is limited by ordinary

consciousness, by the form of social relation's appearance (as

abstraction fron its sensible form) and indirectly realizes appearance

in the form of a concept. At the same time, however, secondary forms of

consciousness are viewed unconditioned by reality, in that determination

of the essential (abstract) features of phenomena is the product of the

isolated subject of cognition confronted with the object to be

conceived. Hege1 points out on numerous occasions that if the process

of cognition is considered from the psychological standpoint, that is,

i t is expressed in ordinarY
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in the form ín which ít goes on in the head of an isolated individual,

"one can stick to lhe tale that rle begin with sensations and

contempì.ation and that intellect abstracts something general from the

diversity of the latter" (Ilyenkov, 1982:45)

This is, however, how the general appears to reflective thinking,

because the specific form of mediation, primary consciousness, between

objective appearance and the reflective subject is 'sublated' in the

form of reflection itself. The immediate identity

social with the thing (commodity) is destroyed

reflection, and preserved in the form of an abstract quality of the

array of sensible forms. Thus, in the secondary transformations of

primary consciousness reality is conceived as it 'really is,' as it is

presented in the primary form of consciousness but remains

'unrecognized.' This secondary form (ideology) can be said to mirror

reality, but does so only indirectly. it is dependent on the distorted

forms of consciousness which is determined by the particular system of

social relations. Ideology masks these primary forms of consciousness,

and at the same time "systematically explains and makes theoretically

possible and intelligible ... that which already exists as intentional

objects of consciousness, what this object 'dissimulates' and what is

already affirmed by it." (Mamardaåvili, '1986:117) It does not,

however, explain the origins of these objective forms.

of

1n

the sensible and

the process of



The conceptual forms of reflective thought have their basis in the

primary, socially determined forms of consciousness, and are a further

transformation of this basis. Such ideological formations indirectly

realize the form, or appearance, of a system of social aclivity, in the

form of relatively stable conceptions. These concepts form the basis

for further deduction, classification and reasoning, thereby providing

determinate conceptual ordering to the world of objective appearance.

1t is in this sense that ideology determines the 'norms' or 'laws' of

the social formation.

The Product,ion of Leqal Norns

0wing

systems

commodity, money and capital, which appear to contain in thenselves

these social qualities. These objectivities act as both nediating and

compensating forms of these relations. This activity provides the ideal

basis of reflective understanding which 1ogically discloses the laws and

functioning of these metamorphic expressions.

Legal norms form part of the broad context of ideology yet flow from

the same processes as norms of poJ.itical, religious, and intellectual

1ife, that is, from forms of social production. Legal conceptions and

their logical formation indirectly realize processes which do not

originate within the lega1 ideological form itself, though the ordering

of society appears as its work and its reality, that is, as the rule of

law. Legal thinking transforms the socially determined forms of primary

consc iousness into normat ive conceptual structures, and thereby

indirectly realizes the laws of the commodity exchange and circulation.

to

of

the metamorphic form in which social activity is realized,

social relations are replaced by a 'quasi- things',

48
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It is also in this process of secondary transformation that the

materialized results of secondary consciousness (verbal, written

clarifications) acquire their legitimacy as rational expressions of the

formal aspects of activity. As Lukåcs puts it: "the legitimate origin

of law cannot be written into the concept of law as one of its

conditions." (1968:109). The transformation of primary consciousness is

the origin of legal thought's capacity to legitimately determine the

norms of the systems of relations, as deductions from abstractly

conceived form of consciousness' primary objectivities. This primary

determination, therefore, persists as the unquestionable 'factual' basis

of abstract thinking which it transforms in the process.

Presenting the case against abstract empiricism, HegeI argues that:

Empiricism... labours under a delusion, if it supposes that,
while analyzing the object (in Marx's sense the phenomenal
forms consciousness, oÍ ideal form), it leaves them as they
r.lere: it really transforms the concrete into an abstract.
And as a consequence of this thing the living thing is killed:
life can only exist in the concrete and one. Not that r+e can
do without this division if our intention be to
comprehend... "The error lies in forgetting that this is only
one half of the process, and that the main point is the
reunion of what has been parted. (togic p.63)

In Marx's analysis, however, the abstraction which is 'reflected' by

secondary consciousness is a real abstraction which takes place in the

process of production itself. Àbstract thinking only re-cognizes, and

interprets reality as it is manifest. The reunion of what has been

parted can only be made determinate practically.

I n order to illustrate the convergence

manifestations with forms of social production

specific systems of lega1 norms, namely contract

of 1ega1 ideological

, the emergence of two

law and tort. law, will
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be subject to analysis. The basis for this analysis is the assumption

that legal norms are the product of thinking individuals, and that

thinking is a creative process which takes place within a system of

social activity and is, through the process previously described'

conditioned by this context. The formation of these secondary forms of

consciousness is a process and is treated as such.

To explain and understand any process requires the reconstruction of

the process of formation. In the product of any process, the process

itself ceases to be, or iS sublated in the form of its objective

expression. Expressing an adequate idea of the product of a process

means, for Marx, following Spinoza, the capacity to recreate what has

been created, through Lhe process idealizi,ng its becoming (its essence),

and not merely abstracting more or less accidental (unessential )

properties of its qbjective form (see Ilyenkov, 1977:263-64) and thereby

establishing formal definitions of what seems self-sufficient or

'existentialized' .

The idea of grasping the processes which underlie what is apparent is

central to Marx's logic.

Marx starts from what seems self-sufficient and indepencient,
and arrives at reconstructed consciousness,
reconstructions being undertaken with the help of the
objectivities of consciousness, which are generated þy tte
meðhanisms of social relations in lhe system. (Mamardaåvi1i,
1986:116)

The 'decoding' of wealth, i.e. uncovering the processes (the movement

and relations of human activity) which result in its particular

formation as commodities, money, and later as capital, is the key to the

reconstruction of complex systems of ideology such as legal norms.

these



This analysis of the emergence of

from the standpoint of this logic. The task will be to deduce these

seccndary forms from their basis, i.e.

respectively, and to show why these phenomena appear in their particular

form and not in some other Yray. This analysis proceeds, then, from the

assumption that the movement from production based on use-values to the

emergence of exchange-value and money vras a mani festation of a

fundamental transformation in the character of social relations, and

that the legal forms of thought indirectly reflect these emergent

socio-economic formations. it is further assumed that the logical

progression from use-value to exchange-value to money is also an

historical development and, therefore, the emergence of lega1 norms must

be viewed in an historical context.
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contract and tort law is derived

the commodity and money forms

Contract Form

The context for this historical analysis is England from about the

thirteenth Lo seventeenth centuries, for it is in this era that the

transformation from a society dominated by feudal relations, to one

dominated by capital, takes place. The dissolution of feudal relations

gave rise to the production of commodities in ever increasing numbers,

the subsequent predominance of money, and correspondingly new lega1

conceptions of these reLations. These emergent 1e9a1 conventions reveal

not only different conceptions of 'property,' but new ideas of 'right'

vis-a-vis not only the particular form of the individual's activity (its

use) , but itS general or social f orm (its vatue) as r,rel1.
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The transition from feudal proprietorship to commodity ownership

marked not only a distinctive transformation in the nature of productive

relations but also of property relations, ¡vhich, as Marx states, "is but

a legal expression f or the same thing" (t"tarx, 1978:4). It was Hegel,

however, who was to draw out the distinctions between possession and

ownership which resonate, afÈer a fashion, in Marx's work.

In noting the distinction between having particular temporary use of

a thing and ownership of the thing itself, Hegel states:

À thing in use is a single thing determined quantitaLively and
quatitatively and related to a specific need. But its
specific utility, being quantitatively determined, is at the
sãme time comparable with Itne specific utility of] other
things of like utility. Similarly, the specific need which it
satisfies is at the same time need in general and thus is
comparable on its parti.cular side with other needs, while the
thing in virtue of the same considerations is comparable with
things meeting other needs. This, the thing's universality,
whose simple determinate character arises from the
particularity of the thing, so that it is eo ipso abstracted
from the thing's specific quality, is the thing's va1ue,
wherein its genuine substantiality becomes determinate and an
object of consciousness. Às full owner of the thing, I am eo
ipso owner of its value as well as its use (1967:51).

As owner of the thing in its entireLy, the possibility exists for its

alienation (i.e. exchange), for if, as Hegel argues, the use or

employment of the thing were the thing in its entiretyl "over and above

its use, there is nothing left of the thing which could be the property

of anoLher ( 1 976 : 50 ) . Ownership of the thing in is enti rety is the

factor which distinguishes private property from the property of the

feudal tenant. "The distinctive character of the property of a feudal

tenant is that he is supposed to be the owner of the use on1y, not of

the value of the thing" (1967:51).
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In the Marxian sense, what Hegel expresses is the 'form' of a

particular set of socia] relations. The 'value of the thing' which

becomes an 'objecl of consciousness' describes what Marx ca1ls the

fetishistic character of commodities. 1t is this form which is

expressed in legal terms as the right to private property. And,

therefore, it is also clear that such a conception of private property

expresses a relation, since value (as exchange-value) is only manifest

in a relative form, oF in ordinary consciousness, âS a property of the

product of production created for exchange.

The realization of private property is its movement in the relation

between commodity producers themselves, or, properly speaking, the

relation between producers as mediated through the social relation of

their products. It is the movement of commodities which expresses, in

an abstract form, the commensurablity of the particular manifestation of

labour. In the relation of exchange, two qualitatively different

phenomena appear as equal, and the relation aS the exchange of

equivalents. The subjects, then, who produce the commodities and place

then in relation to one another, stand in a relation in which

distinctions between them, their particular interest, needs, aims, etc.,

appear momentarily suspended in the form of a 'common will'"

The essence of the lega1 notion of 'contract' is contained in the

idea of the equality of different subjects in a relation. What is

posited in the contractual relation is a common interest which mediates

the particular interests of the two, and which both parties necessarily

play a part in. Both parties appear, thereforer âs subjects of the

common will which is posited as distinct and yet indistinct from the
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particularity of their wills (as expressed in the particular

objectivities). The equation of differences is realized through the

abstraction of what is determined to be common within their differences,

i.e. lheir right to private property. In this right, both parties are

equa1, and their relation is one of equal bearers of this right.

Through exchange producers prove their equivalence to one another in

that they are possessors of equivalent things. Outside of this

relation, the only thing established is the difference between the

producersr âs manifest in the qualitatively different forms of their

products. This difference, however, which stands as the basis for their

relation and their equation within this relation, is itself negated in

the form of equation, only to re-emerge on Lhe other side.

The content which stands as the basis for exchange is, as Marx

argues: "(1) ttre natural particularity of the commodity being exchanged,

(2) The particular natural need of the exchangersr or, both together,

the different use-values of the commodities being exchanged." (Marx,

1973:242) It is this content, however, which stands outside of the

exchange relation.

As subjects of exchange, their relation is therefore that of
equality. It is impossible fo find any trace of distinction,
to speak of contradiction, between them; not even a

difference. (Marx, 1973:241)

The equivalence which is posited and realized in exchange is a formal

quality which attaches itself the products of exchange, and indirectly

to the subjects of exchange who appear as endowed rvith the quality of

equality. in the particulars of their specific relation only difference

is manifest, while, at the same time, in their relation itself something
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general is posited to which any trace of distinction is irrelevant.

This general something appears to the reflective understanding as a

commonality which is inherent in Lhe particular wil1s of both parties

and is expressed in their interrelation.

The basis of the legal form of contract is the mutual recognition of

commodity producers as related to one another reciprocallyl9 as olrners.

In lega1 thought this reciprocal action is realized as the "juridical

momenL of the person" (Marx, 1973:243). Às persons, the discrete

parties to the relation are endowed with the quality of equality, as

equal in their possession and alienation of property posited as value in

i tself .

Insofar as equality is posited

differences, or the positing of the equality of the one in the

difference of the other, necessity does not enter into the relation. As

equal- persons there is no force on eiLher side of their relation, and

each, therefore, "divests himself of his property voluntarily." (Marx,

1973:243) The character of equality, transforns the necessary character

of the relation into a form of its expression, thereby temporarily

negating the necessity which stands as the real ground of the relation.

The particular interests of the individuals involved in this relation,

are manifest only in form of equality.

as the temporary negation of

16 Reciprocity characterizes the relation of commodities; "the one side
is cause, is prinary, active passive, etc., just as the other side
is. Similarly the presupposition of another side and the action upon
it, the immediate primaryness and dependence produced by the
alteration, are one and the same on both sides thus the nullity
of distinctions is not only potentialr oÍ a reflection of ours"
(Hege1, Logic, p.2'18), it is also actual.



Individual A serves the need of individual B by means of
Commodity A only insofar as and because individual B serves
the needs of individual A by means of Commodity B. Each
serves the other in order to serve himself; each makes use of
the other, reciprocally as his means (Marx, 1973:243),

The other stands as the means by which the one realizes her equivalence,

and at the same time realizes her own interests. Thus the reciprocal

positing of the other as equal and equally as means, results in the

realization of their particular needs, aimsr or interests, in the form

of an equality of self-seeking interests.

Out of the act of exchange itself, the individual, each one of
them, is reflected in himself as its exclusive and dominant
subject the other is also recognized and acknowledged as
one who likewise realizes his self- seeking interest, so that
both know that the common interest exists only in the dualíty,
many-sidedness, and autonomous deveJ.opment of the exchanges
between self-seeking interests (Marx , 1973:243) 

"

If either individual is determined, or forced, by her particular needs

it is only her own nature which exerts this force and, âs such, falls

outside their specific relation, for in their relation necessity is

itself posited (and realized, albeit indirectly) as equaL in both

parties, that is, needs and interests take on the form of equality

(actual1y undergoing this transformation through the exchange of their

commodities).

What is ideally posited in this relation, and forms the logical

ground of the juridical notion of contract, is the reciprocal

recognition of equality, which, in this regard, both parties are of one

mind. Às Marx states:
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This juridical relation, whose form is the contract, whether
as part of a developed legal system or not, is a relation
between two wills, which mirrors the economic relalion. The
content of this juridical relation (or relation of two wills)
is itself determined by the economic relation" Here the
persons exist for one another merely as representatives and
hence owners, of commodities. Às we proceed to develop our



investigation, we sha1l find, in general, that the characters
who appear on the economic stage are merely personifications
of economic relations; it is as the bearers of these economic
relations that they come into contact with each other (Marx,
1977c:179).

When this ideal expression of the commodity relation makes its debut in

in the realm of legal thinking, it energes as the principle of bona

f ides.

Tort Form

The circulation of commodities is the realization of exchange value

in a form external to commodities. Ralher than expressing their

equivalence in the particula¡:ity of another commodity, with money, as

the generaÌ equivalent of all comnodities, each can express their value

in this one pure (purely social) form. Money, âs such, stands as the

phenomenal manifestation of the indifference to particularity which

commodities, considered as bearers of value, express. Money is the

formal suspension of already posited negated differences (equality) in a

general form. In the exchange relation mediated by money "indifference

and equal worthiness are expressly contained in the form of a thing."

(Marx , 1973:246)

0n each side of this relation, norv as buying and selling (exchanging

commodities for money for commodities),' each commodity is exchanged not

for another posited as use-value, but for a commodity which has lost its
particular utility (or whose particular utility has been transformed

into a general form; i.e. , as need made abstractly general) . Money

stands as the representative of any product of labour (ideally posited

as tnoney, i.e. as price) which, in exchange, is realized as pure value
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(purífied of all
purposes, etc, ) .

In circulation each producer appears as the o$rner of potential money,

or as the bearer of money not yet realized. Thus, Lhat which is

expressed as the equivalent to her ovrn commodity bears no relation Lo

the object of particular interest or need to which the exchange is

oriented. Instead, in this mediated form, aIl traces of such particular

distinction are replaced or represented in an abstractly general

phenonenal form. Money stands as the transformed form of'the commodity

which symbolizes this particular character on one uniform social

substance. Money, therefore, establishes the universal equality of all
particular interests by representing these differences in such a way as

to negate them in the form or appearance. Insofar as money, through

this process, stands as the symbolic expression of all human wants,

needs, desires, etc., the money form stands as the material embodiment

of the a1l-sided equality of exchangers (it manifests universality in an

abstract form). À11 are equal when money is made the object of

exchange.

When money becomes established as the general commodity of the

contractual relation all distinctions between the contracting parties

are extinguished in an external form (see Marx, 1973:246). The complete

abstraction fron the distinctions of all parties in this relation of

money, is both the negation of the contractual relation (juridical

person) and its transcendence in a general form. This process is

manifest in the development of the 1egaI form of tort law.

traces of part icular distinctions, needs,
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The basis of the tort system of legal relations is a conception of

persons which posits their all-sided-equality and freedom as purely

abstract. This abstraction is not merely a product of pure thought, but

is a real (practical) abstraction which is manifest in and through the

circulation (social relation) of commodities, and is expressed in the

palpable form of money. The circulation of conmodities presupposes the

positing of the conrmodity as money in the mind (as price) of the

producers, and its ideal form which stands as the basis of reflection

which "merely raises this basis to a higher power" (Marx , 1973:245).

When the money form of social reLations is expressed in Iegal terms, it
appears as the principle 'reasonable man'.

The lega1 conception of reasonable man stands as the basic norm of

relations characterized by money, that is, it reflects what is normal

within this relation itself. Herbert provides an apt portrayal of this

abstract individual when he writes

Devoid...of any human weakness, with not a single saving vice,
sans prejudice, procrastination, i11 nature, avarice, and
absence of mind, this excellent but odious creature stands
like a monumenl in our courts of justice, Vâinly appealing to
his fellow citizens to order their life after his own example.
(cited in Fleming 1968:30)

Fleming's (1968) rati.onale for this imperative is that it avoids

the invidious task of having to scrutinize each specific
defendant's subjective capacity--temperamental and moral no
less than physical being,--content instead with adjusting
merely his external manifestations of conduct by v¡hether or
not it is measured up to the norm set by the reasonable man

9.27-28) "

This conception which comprises the normative juridical relation is not

merely a product of thought unrelated to reality, but has for its

subject matter a specific (ideal) form of a system of human productive

activity.



In the course of historical development, Marx argues that

"increasingly abstract ideas hold sway" (see Marx , 1974:65), reflecting

what is present in ordinary consciousness (as social determination) and

representing the same as both logically and universally va1id. The

transformaLion from production based on simple exchange to the

development of the production of money, represents such as shift in the

ideal forms of the production process. The basis of this transformation

in ordinary consciousness is the fact that it is formed in, as Marx

terms it, the language of real life. in this Marx introduces a unique

notion of consciousness, the forms of which are determined by the

'language' (forms of social interaction) of the products of production.

Ideological formations, such as the juridical personality of contract

law and the reasonable man of tort 1aw , as seen as indi rect

manifestations (i.e. reflections) of these fornal aspects of the system

of social production, and, therefore, as its logical elaboration. Legal

normsr âs one ideological expression, provide these systems of social

interaction with both their logical rationale, and serve as a means of

regulating interaction in accordance with its surface appearance.

Sun¡narv
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Having thus far developed the logical processes to explain the

emergence the spec i f ic normat ive forms of commodi ty exchange and

circulation, this discussion will now turn to the specific historical

illuslration of such ideological formations.



In writing the history of English law, most historians tend to confine

themselves to the sphere of law itself. Jenks (19a9) for example,

argues that: "Às a matter of historical fact, the simple contract and

ordinary tort spring frorn the same stock", which have "subsequently

split off by 
. 
a process of specialization" (p.133). This form of

analysis presents the emergence of contract and tort law in a genus to

species relationship, with the genus conceived of as a trans-historical

set of principlesr or eternal values", standing as the common ancestor

of later forms. Such a perspective posits the determination of specific

legal norms from a reality sui generis, which is itself posited as the

general norm. Following the logic of Marx, however, what is posited as

the determination of a specific legal form, is a content which falls

outside the jurisprudential purview.

The common stock which Jenks refers to are the laws of Debt, Detinue

and Covenant; the major forms of litigation in the thirteenth century,

in the court of Common P1eas. Each of these forms of legal 'action'

required a writ to be issued specifying the nature of the dispute and

the particular action to be taken. As Baker (971) argues, these writs

were not derived form general principles, nor did they form a

comprehensive system of justice, "but were the responses to individual

suitors seeking royal justice." (p.78) Such writs were derived from

specific situations and relations, and reflected the narrovl nature of

HISTORICAT ITIUSTRåTION
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disputes which could be pursued

result of the particular system

feudal system.

The Court of Common Pleas was established by the royal Charter of

'1215 which granted it jurisdiction over the local manorial and feudal

courts, and for the most part enacted forms of dispute settlement

already existent in these systems. The Comnon Pleas was granted virtual

autonomy in dealing with disputes which were beyond the concern of the

monarch (Jenks 1949:134). Only those affairs which were seen as a

'threat to the King's peace' were outside of the Common Pleas

jurisdiction. For example, in a tlrit of Trespass, where disputes over

land title (as between nobility) rllas at issue, and not merely the

proprietary right of a tenant, the higher court of King's bench had

jurisdiction (Radcliffe and Cross, 1977:82). From the point of view of

the central authority, the jurisdiction of the Common Pleas was limited

to matters among particular statuses whose disputes were of only IocaI,

and not general concern.
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Common P1eas, which was itself a

relations which characterized the

-!dL

of

Both the itrits of Debt and Detinue were actions designed to order a

defendant to give to the plaintiff property which the defendant had

unjustly detained.

specific object, usually moveable property, which was owed to the

plaintiff" The writ of debt was, however, considered a "personal

action" which was brought to "enforce an obligation or to recover

compensation for a breach of an obligation." (Jenks p.120) rnis form of

action usually centered around the obligation of reality either in the

form of surplus product or "workdays of service on the lords demesne"

À rlrit of debt was issued for the recovery of a
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(Trevlyan, '1946:6). The grounds of the duty expressed in the writ of

debt is tied to the specific property relation of tenure and service.

is such, a writ of debt could be brought by anyone of a higher status

against any who were directly sub-infeudinated.

À writ of detÍnue lras a similar action to debt in the sense that it
called for the return of a specific good unjustly detained by a

defendant. The action of the detinue, however, was considered a real

action in that it called for the restitution of a specific chattel which

had "come into the possession of the defendant with the plaintiff's

consent" (Radcliffe and Cross, 1 971:164) . For the action to be

considered a proper case of detinue, the object in question must have

been delivered into the hands of the defendant voluntarily. If any

"words of felony" were uttered, i.e. an implication of theft or robbery,

the plaintiff was likely to be met with the argument that the proper

action in the case was not of detinue but an "appeal of larceny" which

used battle as a mode of trial (Beckerman, 1977l.12)

If, on the other hand the action of detinue were to succeed, the

recovery of property was limited to specific restitution, i.e. to the

recovery of a specific object. If the specific object was destroyed,

lost, or removed from the jurisdiction t.he plaintiff was without

recourse in detinue"

The bailee who returned the goods in
starved an animal to death¡ or who
agreed, r^¡as not liable in detinue;
being wrongful detention, not damage.

a damaged state, or who
rode a horse further than

the essence of detinue
(gaker, 19'11:217)



I{r i ts of

Àn action of covenant specified a breach of an agreement "made under

seal" (nadcliffe and Cross, 197 1:86). The agreement in question had to

be specified before the Chancery Clerks who would make the agreement

with the royal seal (the f,ord Chancellor having control over the Great

Seal). The action of covenant was usually brought by a lord against a

bailiff, the lord's agent on the manor responsible for its management

(Radcliffe and Cross , 197 1:68).

In practice, the wording of the covenant was appropriate to compel

the performance of the stated ägreement but the writ was not applicable

to compensate for imperfect or tardy performance of the prescribed

obligation. In contemporary terms, the wriL of covenant covered only

non-feasance, that is, the failure to take action on the agreement, and

did not cover mis-feasance, or the carrying out of the act but doing it
badly. For example:

Suppose for instance that a man covenanted to build a house to
certain specifications and he did so but made the joinls so
badly that the house collapsed. (gaker, 1971:77)

In such an instance, a writ of covenant would be inapt.
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covenant formed another mode of recovery at Common Pleas.

These three main forms of civil action at Common Pleas refl-ect the

particular form of property relations characteristic of the feudal

epoch. In each of these 1egal forms, distinctions of status forn the

basis of personal obligations, and obligations were derived from the

hierarchical relations of direct personal dependence. The particular

form of property disputes characteristic of this period centered around

the specific character of the object in question, be iL land or moveable

property, such that what vras recoverable by lawsuit was limited to



specific restitution,

the value of the thing

The end of the thirteenth and early 14th centuries witnessed an

increase in the number of distinct writs which could be presented at

Common Pleas. The Statute of l{estminster Ii (1285) allowed for the

modification and franring of new writs to deal with the circumstances of

the times" The major innovation introduced was the extension of earlier

notions of trespass to include actions of "Trespass on the case" (Baker,

1971:'181 ), which introduced into the realm of personal actions the

notion of Assumpsit.

The early writ of trespass include the clause "s¡ith force and arms"

which implicated the defendant in a direct forcible action which

resulted in some loss or harm being sustained by the pJ.aintiff, and that

this action thus threatened the king's peace. The action of "trespass

on the case" was the gradual acknorqledgement that "force and drms" was

no longer necessary, and could instead be replaced by the plea that a

defendant "assunpsit super se" ( i.e. voluntarily took it upon
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enforcement of a specific obligation, and not

act"

or

or

themselves) to do something, and did it badly to the damage

plaintiff.

The major feature of the assumpsit was that it included a new notion

of wrong not covered in the previous civil pleas nor in criminal

affairs. The assumpsit plea was not limited to the enforcement of

non-feasance (failure to act) as in the writ of Debt, Detinue or

Covenant, but introduced the concept of mis- feasance (performing the

act but performing it badly).

of the
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The first known case which imposed liability on a person for

mis-feasance rlas the Humber Ferry case of 1348. In this case

the plainliff complained by bili of trespass in the King's
Bench that the defendant, a ferry man, had received his mare
to carry across the River Humber and had overloaded the ferry,
that it sank and the mare perished. (gaker, 197 1:183)

The judge in the case ruled that in overloading the ferry, the defendant

was guilty of trespass. This particular action, though reflecting a

more extensive notion of right and duty, was still limited in its scope.

For the case to be one of assumpsit proper a specific undertaking had to

be recognized; there Ylas no liability for simply acting negligently. In

another case at common law in'1601, one judge was to proclaim that:

Here Ii.e. the case of Bradshaw vs. Hichotlson] is nothing
alleged except negligence, and I have never known an action to
lie for negligence unless where one is retained to do
something and does it negligently. (gaker, 1971:227)

The Humber Ferry case was not, however, merely a specific undertaking

between two parties, or at least this was not the rationale for finding

for the plaintiff. The logic which held in the Humber case v¡as not

simply the assumption of voluntary undertaking, but, rather the fact

that specific statuses were subject to "customs of the realm".17

The assumpsit case of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries imposed

a "duty to care" on those who pursued specific "callings" such as the

carrier, ferriers and inn-keepers who provided means of transportation

and shelter, These particular statuses could be sued for losses

suffered by the plaintiff without any formal agreement (i.e. covenant)

nor even an expressed consensual agreement. The obligation of

defendants was linked to their economic and political status within the

17 The case of Beaulieu
the imposition of r

liability for common

vs. Flingham (140'1) is another manifestation of
the custom of the realm' which posited strict
carriers rather than negligence proper.
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feudal order. What the Humber Ferry case determined was that the

mis-feasance of common carriers was not simply a function of their

negligenl action but that they were held 'strictly liable'"

It was not until 1676 that a lega1 action based solely on negligence

succeeded at common Ìaw. The case of Mitchill vs. Àlestree reflects

the imposition of a normative principle which closety resembles the

contemporary tort of negligence.

In the case of Mitchil vs. Alestree...an action was brought
against a master and a servant who had broken horses in
London's Inn Fields, where many people were walking about,
including the plaintiff who was kicked and injured. It was
alleged that the defendant had acted improvide et incaute
Iheadless and carelesslyl without consideralion for the danger
of breaking horses in a public p1ace. (Baker, 1971:230)

The writ in this case was successful in its quest for damages even

though there was no 'undertaking,' no 'custom of the realm'r Do 'force

and arms' , and no 'covenant' , in fact no direct political relation

between the parties.

The changes which arose in the common law in the 17th century were

not, however, a result of changes internal to the tradition itself. The

common law both emerged in and reflected the specific character of, the

feudal era. It was not until the dissolution of the feudal system that

a system of 1egaI norms, such as the tort of negligence, emerged, or

rather was incorporated into common law. The basis for this emergent

normative sysLem Þ¡as located not with the feudal countryside but in the

towns "



Concurrent t'lith the dominion of the feudal order there emerged

pockets of developing townships vrhich, in maintaining a degree of

independence fron the rest of the country, developed a fundamentally

different set of relations and, concomitantly, a different lega1

normative order. The lega1 system which developed in the towns, the 1ex

mercatoria (law merchant) iraa its basis in the relatíon of commodity

exchangers.

in the early mediaeval period, merchanL exchange was carried out

primarily in and through borough towns. These boroughs, operating on

charters and franchises conferred by the English rulers (nadcliffe and

Cross, 1971:241 ), were witness to the first relatively routinized system

of commodity exchange, in the fairs and markets held at regular

intervals throughout the year.

Between the years 1199 and 1438 some 2,800 enfranchised boroughs

were established, with more than half of these granted between the

reigns of John and Henry III, in a span of about 70 years (1199 to 1272)

(Bewes, 1923:134). The first recorded franchise vlas granLed to the

Bishop of Worchester by Willian I (c. 1070). With the enfranchisement

came the right to hold court over matt,ers pertaining to merchant affairs

which arose within the boundaries of the borough, thereby conferring on

the subject of the franchise an exclusive, private jurisdiction at times

of fair or market

Lex Mercatoria
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Having exclusive jurisdiction over those who came to exchange goods,

the lega1 norms which emergedr âs manifest in Law Merchant, obtained a
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distinctive flavour. During the twelfth and following centuries, these

boroughs began to record legal rules which everywhere differed from

those of Common Law (¡¿itchell , 1904:27). By the middle of the

thirteenth century the boroughs were already highly developed and

denseLy populated and a fierce inter-municipal trade rivalry was already

in ful1 swing (nicn, 1934:4).

While maintaining a high degree of independence from the feudal order

of the countryside, the towns rlrere, at least early on, dominated by the

quasi-feudal independent production unit of the guild, and the

inter-guild organization. The guild masters vrere responsible for the

appointment of the "consules mercatorum", responsible for mediating

disputes between merchants.

t{ith the guilds exercising governance over the relations between

merchants, all of the rights and privileges offered the merchant were

inextricably intertwined with membership in the guild. Foremost among

these privileges was the right to be judged by the Law Merchantr âs

based on merchant custom and administered by the merchants themselves.

The borough court had the power to expel members from the association

who ignored its claim to its jurisdiction or it could forbid any form of

trade or intercourse with them (Þritchelt, 1904:42).

The necessity of belonging to such a political association also meant

that fellow townspeople were corporately responsible for the debts

incurred by its members in other boroughs or foreign markets. Before

the statute of westminster (1275) it was "generally considered

sufficient that goods detrained in lieu of debt should belong to the men
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of the same lordship of the debtor" (L1oyd, 1982:16). Though the

Statute forbade such practices, ruling that: "no native should have his

goods detrained for debt except where he himself was the principle

debtor or suretyr.. o " (f,loyd , 1982:17) in practice what the statute

provided was only protection from the debts of other towns in the same

lordship or shire. When the central authority did get involved in

merchant affairs, when such matters were brought before the King's

Bench, the usual requirement was to call a group of merchants "to attest

to what the law was in that particular case" (t'titchetl, '1904 :44) ,

Part of the confidence to accept an exchange of goods for credit was

based on the custom of 'reprisal' (which was also the basis for the

issuance of letters of marque). In the case of a merchant's default on

a debt, "a11 of his fellow-citizens upon whom hands could be laid were

responsible (nicn, 1934:30), thereby making the corporation responsible.

Statutes such as Westminster II, offered little protection for the

foreign merchant in Eng1and. Àlien owned property was continually

seized for debts which were not incurred by the particular merchant

whose goods were detrained. For example, in 1306 a writ was issued to

two English merchants authorizing them to arrest a quantity of Flemish

goods at Boston Harbour to compensate for the robbery at sea of their

goods by Flemish pirates (r,Ioyd, 1982:20). Insofar as mediaeval

merchants were combined and organized in guilds and corporate boroughs,

they were afforded a degree of protection of their interests and the

monopoly of trade in their area. Foreign merchants were endowed with

less status and were often unprotected by the laws due to this lack of

status. The same often held for merchants from other English boroughs.
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Security for the foreign merchant in an English market most often

required placing themselves under the protection of someone with the

status of merchant within the town. The foreign me:chant was obliged to

"go to host", that is, he was required to lodge with a host appointed by

the town or guild magistrate "who would then be responsible for his

actions within the town and market-p1ace" (Uitchett, 1904:87). Within

the town foreign merchants could only sell their goods to those who were

enfranchised and could not se11 to other foreign merchants. Ànd, within

the city of London, the sale of foreign goods was limited with

"Londoners having the first chance to buy, next citizens of Oxford, then

those of Winchester and, finally, all others equaIly" (L1oyd 1 982:1 0 ) "

Alien goods could also not be re- exported if not sold, rather, they had

to be stored vlith host until the merchant returned from his homeland.

In spite of lhe problematic character of relations between merchants

from different areas of the 1and, the courts of law merchant offered

several advantages to the merchants differenl from and not contained in

the common Iaw. Those concerned with common law recognized this

difference, their view being that "'Iall merchanL' vJas a system

independent of their own and ltney] made no serious attempt to claim or

administer it" (nadcliffe and Cross, 1971:242). The law merchant, for

example, recognized that a docunent, a bill of exchange, if properly

framed, cou].d create an obligation for individual À that could be

employed against him by anyone (i.e. any other merchant) who was in

possession of it. The idea of such a negotiable bond, payable to the

bearerr BXisted in the la¡,r merchant courts several centuries before it
was adopled by common law. In contrast, a common law writ of covenant
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l¡as an obligation between named and definite persons, and was therefore

not transferable. The legal privileges of the merchantr âs they were

encoded in the 1aw merchant, remained thei:s alone until the end of the
'l7th century:

In 1613 the plea that an accepter of a bill of exchange was
not a merchant was held by the the court to be a good defence
to a claim on the bi11" (t'titchetl, 1904:84)

But in '1692 the English courts began to ignore the exclusivity of the

law merchant courts by deciding that "if gentlemen accepted bil1s they

ought to pay them" (¡'ti tchell , 1904 :82 ) . Thi s extended !h. 1ega1

relationship, long confined to members of closed corporations, to aIl
engaged in exchange.

what is nanifest in the bill of exchange is the idea that'property'
in the thing exchanged could pass to the purchaser without the actual

physical exchange of goods, and, conversely, that the seller of the

'conmodity' could part with its ownership without necessarily parting

with its possession. This form of legal entitlement had its basis in the

principle of bona fides possession. The general rule which applied to

all merchant transactions in 'market overt' t.las the assumption of 'good

faith' between exchangers in their informal executory agreements.

Transaction in the open market, i.e. conducted openJ.y and in "the usual

resorts of merchants" (¡'titctrell, '1904 :102), r+as usually suf f icient to
ensure title to property, as evidenced by the records of the court of

the town of St. Ives (c.1291 ):

The practice of merchants, is not based upon the supposition
of fraud....Credit, not distrust, is the basis of commercial
dealings. (t'litchell, 1904:'102)
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By the 13th century the practice of recording the agreements reached

in 'good faith' rlas already highly developed. The duty of recording

transactions, bonds for debt, and tallies of exchange was the market, or

fair broker's, an individual selected from among the merchants

themselves and who was therefore familiar with the norms of exchange.

The initial function of the broker þras to document the exchanges so that

the "right of taking to11," or the right of the fair holder to take a

fee from every exchange could be ensured (Bewes , 1923:87). The

customary right to levy a toll on market and fair transactions r+as a

valuable source of revenue to feudal lords such as the Àbbot of St. Ives

(c.1291); the Bishop of Winchester,who was lord of the St. cilles fair;
and the prior of the monastery at St. Bartholomew (c.1133 ) (t'titchell,
'1904;97). Fairs were even granted on occasion to to¡,rns, the revenue

generated thereby "enabl-ing them to recover from the effects of vlar and

other disasters" (Bewes, 1923:135). The broker's book also came to be

regarded at law merchant as official documentation of the 'contract'

established in merchant transactions, and an essential part of the lega1

proceeding of the law merchant, indicative of its distinct logic of

proof and trial.

At Common P1easr âs well as the earlier manorial courts from whence

the former v¡as derived, the major form of proof or 'tria1' rvas

compurgationlE Justice in the common law tradition was, in simple terms,

the result of a clear conscience:

te By the early'13th century the ordeals of water and fire had for the
most part been banned. In 1219 the King's Bench overturned a ruling
by a lower court which sent three men to the ordeal of water and then
forced them to abjure the realm (Beckerman, 1977:11).
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If an accused person were of good character, he could swear
formally to his lack of guilt or obligation, and this oath of
denial could be verified by the formal oaths of reputabr.e
oath-he1pers. ( Beckerman , 1977 :13)

The plaintiff required oath-helpers to verify his accusation, the number

of oath-helpers being dependent on the severity of the accusation but

usually not amounting to more than one or two. The defendant r+as

required to bring as suit two or three times the number of oath-swearers

brought by the praintiff, and so "waging one's 1av¡" rlas most often done

by "swearing three- or six-handed" (Beckerman, 1977:16).

The formal ceremony of this form of trial began with the plaintiff's
suit, which included his oath-swearers acting as complaint-witnesses,

"whose function it was to uphord and confirm the justness of the

plaintiff's claim" (Beckerman, 1977:15). THe defendant would then answer

with suit (secta), and the success of his defence depended 1argely on

the faultless execution of his oath and those of his oath-helpers:

À defendant could suffer an adverse judgement from a nistake
at any stage of the proceedings. If he withdrew his hand from
the gospel book while he made his oath, or used the wrong
hand; if he neglected to kiss the book afterwards; if he did
not say the words clearly enough; if the form of oath varied
from the enrollment of his earlier denial; if any of the
oath-helpers were disqualified for any reason; or if any
oath-helper made a mistake--then the principle 1ost his case.
(Beckerman, 1977 :12-13)

The person who was either knov¡n to be guilty, or who was simply

notorious, would be unlikely to find enough oath-swearers to answer

suit, i.e. wage his law, because "the man who perjured himself put

himself in jeopardy of eternal damnation" (Beckerman, 197i:13).

In contrastr the law merchant did not allow a Frager of law against a

tally (Bewes.' 1923:32), and the broker's book was regarded as correc¡
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"unless there was def inite proof to the contrary" (t'litctretl , 1904:91 ) .

The method of proof used in the merchant courts was not based on the

repute of the perso;rs involved, for in this regard they were equal, i.e.

bona fides was the lega1 premise of the merchant relation. Proof was,

instead, dependent on evidence as to whether the relation as specified

by the plaintiff had been established. The broker's book (sign manual)

or a tally rlas, for the most part, considered sufficient proof of a

merchant transaction.ls The only form of proof which could override the

written record was the evidence of witnesses to the event and, when

transactions occurred in market overt, witnesses r+ere usually plentiful
(nicir, 1934:36). Rather than acting as conpurgators, the witness role

was limited in most cases to the presentation of material evidence, and

it was up to the plaintiff to make proof of his claim, that is, the onus

was not on the defenoant (nicn, 1934:35). when the plaintiff "supported

his claim by either[sic] script, taIIy, or suit of witnesses" the law

nerchant forbade the defendant the right of compurgation (nich,

1934:35). This provision against compurgation as a defence was of great

benefit to both the itinerant and the foreign merchant:

He was often a stranger and could collect witnesses to a
definite bargain, whilst he was powerless against locaI
feeling and common repute which the process of compurgation
embodied. (nicir, 1934:35)

À defence by compurgation depended on the esteem that the defendant had

among long standing neighbours, but by the end of the 13th century

merchant activity had already transcended the local boundaries of feudal

communities and the social relations characteristic of such.

tt By the end of the 13th century it þ¡as common for
proof of a large debt in writing or by tally. Wi
called to attest to the authenticity of the record,
witnesses for a talLy (nicnr 1934:33).

a merchant to keep
tnesses were often
for example, two
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taw merchant had its basis in the exchange of commodities and

reflected the ideas generated within this system in its jurisprudential

postulate, bona f ides. From this basis, law merchant both ratj.onalized

and countenanced the relations of exchangers in the form of a contract

between equal juridical personalities, in whatever form their specific

relation manifest itself, i.e. , whether a simple verbal agreement,20

tallyr written record, bill of exchange, or fair bond. Àny such

relation which took place within the confines of law merchant vlas

buttressed with the norms of legality derived therefrom.

The convergence of the logic of law merchant with the common law

tradition, at the end of the seventeenth century, was more than an

inclusion of the principles of law merchant in a broader system of

justice. 0n the contrary, the dogma and practices of common law quickly

became subordinated to the developing law merchant tenets. This

transformation also usurped the jurisdiction of the Admiralty courts

whose jurisdiction and volume had grown so substantially by the middle

of the century, that its jurisdiction had become a highly coveted prize"

Àilniraltv Law

Às early as 1570 the Queen had received "complaints

'encroachment' of the common law courts upon the Admiralty

(t¡arsdon, 1897:xii) in the city of tondon. In response,

the common law judge, mayor, and sheriffs of the city that

2o In the court
several cases
reference to

rolls (records) of the fair of
of disputed 'contracts' but in

any r+ritten document (see Mitchell

as to the

jurisdiction"

she writes to

they

St. I ves . there are
no case is their any
, 1904:105)



hear and determyn all manner of causes and sutes rising or
contracls and other thinges happeninge aswell uppon as beyond
the seas, the knowledge whereof doth proprelye and speciallye
appertain unto our Courte of Admiralltie, feigning the same,
contrarye to the trowthe, to have been done wilhin some
parishe or ward of that our cittie of London (Marsdon,
'1897:xii).

and she forbids them to take upon themselves cognizance of such matters.

In a subsequent agreement (1575) between the judge of the Admiralty and

the Lord Chief Justice of Her Majesty's Bench, the common law justices

agree to Limit themselves to their respective jurisdiction (Marsdon,

1897:xiv).

Prior to the creation of the High

first Admiral was appointed in 1295),

many seaport towns.

When Gervase Àlard was appointed admiral of the ports Ii.e.
cinque portsl in 1300 the local court was already in existence

administering the law maritime with the assistance of ajury of merchants and mariners" (Marsdon, 1897:xxi).

Às early as the reign of Henry II. (1154-1189) there is evidence of a

similar court at Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

The jurisprudence of these locaI courts centered round the laws and

customs of the sea as well as trade. Due to the obvious connection

between sea travel and overseasr âs well as local, trade and commerce,

and the markets located in port areas such as; Boston Harbour, cinque

Ports along England's southeast coast, and London, law merchant and law

maritime necessarily overlapped.

Concurrent r¡ith increases in trade in the fourteenth centuries and

beyond, s¡ere increased levels of depredation of merchant vessels by

pirates (themselves usually merchants), increases in the number of ships

77

Court of Admiralty (c. 1 357;

special maritime courts existed

the

in
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lost at sea as ¡+e11 as collisions between vessels both at sea and in

harbour and, in general, greater contact among both foreign and local

merchants united for commercial purposes. Às a result oi the increased

levels of piratical depredations by his orvn subjects, and having to pay

out of his ovrn purse for "spoils committed upon his Genoese and other

a11ies" (Marsdon, 1894:xiv), Edward IiI. (1327-77 ) instituted the High

Court of Àdmiralty whose prerogatively sanctioned purpose rlas to keep

the king's peace on the seas.

Prior to the establishment of the High Court, a claim of spoil of a

non-aligned merchant vessel had to be presented at common law. In '1314,

for example,

an answer given to petition by French merchants who had been
spoiled, and who were petitioning the king for redress, is
that they must sue at common law (Marsdon, 1894:xiv).

Such piracy claims were directed to either the common law courts, the

Lord Chancellor, the Royal Council itself, or in the case of aligned

merchants, a special commission of jury moiety (i.e. a panel of judges

and arbitrators appointed under treaty with the foreign power).

?he frequent failure of the

cases lead to the statute of

merchants who have been spoi

restitution of their goods

(Marsdon, 1894:x1). In a case

21 A commonly used instrument of gaining justice for local merchants
against foreign merchanLs was the 'letter of marque', which allowed
the merchant to, in turn, pirate a vessel of the same country which
had pirated his. The rationale for the institulion of this practice
can be traced to the law merchant practice of holding fellow
countrynen of a debtor responsible for the debt. The result of
letters of marque vlas, however, to merely increase depredation by
merchants "

common law courts to do justicezl in such

'1354, which provided that: "Foreign

led of their goods at sea shall have

without having to sue at common fall"

brought before a naritime court (1383),
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the nayor and burgesses of a port borough, assisted by a jury of

mariners and merchants, awarded a plaintiff. 200 marks damages for a

spoil suffered at sea. The judgement in this case was, by writ of

appeal, Put before the King's Bench which overturned the decision,

arguing that the mayor and burgesses had no jurisdiction in the matter

(Marsdon, 1894:xliv). The jurisdiction in such cases belonged to the

admiralty aLone.

In '1406, however, at the request of a group of town merchants, the

'custody'of the sea' was granted to them; an admiral who was nominated

by them was royally appointed to hold courts on matters pertaining

thereto. tater, in 1414, a statute r+as instituted which enabled lhe

admi.ral to appoint officers to act in the same capacity in other seaport

towns (Marsdon, 1894::ti). The expansion of the admirarty into seaport

towns followed hand in hand with its incorporation of the principles of

the law marine as well as law nerchant under its jurisdiction, trying

cases in accordance with "the law and custom of the land and the law

merchant" (Marsdon, 1894:xxii ).

By the later fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries the jurisdiction

of the admiralty had expanded to include the

hearing and terminating plaints of all contracts between
owners and proprietors of ships and merchants or any other
persons whomsoever, and the same owners and proprieLors of
ships and all oLher vessels concerning anything to be done on
the sea of be.vond the sea, of all singular contracts Lo be
performed beyond the sea, and also in England, and of all
other things that concern the office of the Àdmiral (Marsdon,
1894:lviii).

In some case the Council gave special direction

were to be dealt with, but this interference vras

as to

ofa
how such cases

limited nature,
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dealing mainly with spoil cases, whichr âs the Admiralty records of the

'1530's and 40's show, were far less numerous than the disputes involving

merchant shipping and commerc iaI matters (Marsdon , 1 894: lxvi i ) .

The business of the Àdmiralty in the sixteenth century had grown to

include:

all contracts made abroad, bi1ls of exchange, commercial
agencies abroad, charter-parties Ii "e. contractual hiring of
vessels for transportl , insurance, average, freight,
non-delivery or damage to cargo ... breaches of warranty of
seaworthyness, and every other kind of shipping business
(uarsdon, 1894:lxvii).

À11 of the above categories of dispute handled in the admiralty courts

were administered in accordance with the rules and procedures of the law

merchant, which the admiralty took cognizance of far more fu1ly and

earlier than the courts of common law (Marsdon, 1894:lxvii).

The expanded jurisdiction of the admiralty meantr oD the one hand,

that the central authority, in the form of the Royal Council (ttre

Admiral was a member of Council), had a direct connection with merchant

affairs, and therefore couid (but setdom did) give special direction to

Lhe Àdmiral in dealing with cases in his courts. On the other hand,

Admiralty jurisdiction meant that merchants matters would be tried

according to lhe logic and practices which had been established by the

intercourse of merchants, and be reflective of their particular forms of

activity. One important development in the law merchant, under

admiralty jurisdiction, was the appearance and trial of negligence

cases, the logic of which was to stand as the basis for the common law

'tort of negligence' which appeared much latter the common law

followed the Admiralty in many of its decisions (Mardson, 1897:lxxx).
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in the Admiralty courts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

many determinations of negligence arose out of cases of collision among

merchant vessels. Though relat-ive1y rare in the sixteenth century,

collision cases in the Àdmiralty records of the seventeenth century

abound.

shippers manifests the determination of legal norms different from those

which surrounded disputed contractual relations, which is a

manifestation of the sharp increases in trade or commodity circulation

of the period not only Iocally but internationally. The development of

commodity exchange on such a massive scale witnessed not only a

quantitative increase in simple exchange, but, beyond a definite

magnitude, introduced a qualitative transformation into the nature of

these relations, namely the predominance of money as the main form of

intercourse. The ideological manifestations of this movement is

indicated by the nature and resolution of the collision cases brought

before the admiralty, which indicate the emergence and reproduction of a

particular normative principle.

Plaintiffs in such cases sought justice in the form of compensation

for a specific form of harm done. The liability of the defendant had

its basis not in an act of deliberate maliciousness or trespass by

'force and arms', nor in the breech of a specific promise or contractual

relation, or any form of specific undertaking. AIso, their rlas no

custom of the realm which imposed strict liability on ship captains or

navigators. In fact, the determination of liability was, in collision

cases, based sole1y on the legal determination of negligence or fault.

The resolulion of these disputes among both merchants and
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A determination of negligence or fault is based on the extent to

which a defendant failed to 'take proper care' in his actions,

independent of his specific intentions or relation to the other party.

The possibility of an action of negligence being successful thus

presupposes an external standpoint which stands as the standard, or norm

of responsibility, to which the specific actions of this or that

individual are measured against and judged.

Prior to 1614, collision cases in which the actions of the defendant

were determined to be negligent usually resulted in the defendant's

liability for the full damages claimed by the plaintiff. In a case in

1614, on the other hand, the defendant was deemed tiable for only half

of the damages claimed by the plaintiff because "the precise cause of

the loss suffered was uncertain" (Marsdon, 1897:lxxx). f,ater, in 1643, a

plaintiff's claim for ship and cargo damage to the extent of '1,800

pounds resulted in an award damages for only 400 pounds. The loss

incurred by the plaintiff was the result of:

the defendant letting go of his anchor, and breaking or
fouling that of the plaintiff's ship, 'whereby she drove
ashore with her cargo and was damaged' (Marsdon, 1897:lxxxiv).

In the court's sentence, the words'per crassum suam negligentiam'

appear but are crossed out. No reason for this is given in the record,

but it can be presumed to be due to the utilization of more precise

measures Lo determine not only whether the defendant was negligent, but

to r+hat extent he was negligent, and therefore, to what extent he should

be liable. Support for this assertion can be found in the later

admiralty court records. 1n 1673, for example, witnesses expert in

nautical matters (consilum artis nautice peritorum) were called by the
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court to concur with a sentence which found a defendant wholly at fault

in a collision case (Marsdon, 189'1:lxxxxv).

These collision or tort cases in the Àdmiralty courts mark a

distinctive turning point in the determination of the norms of human

interaction, and what would becone, in common law cases, a generalized

duty to take care. The standard or norm upon which the determination of

negligence depends, precludes !h" attributes particular to the

individual from entering into legal purview. Such a standard is

therefore external to the specific situation to which it is appliedr orr

more properly, from which this standard is reconstructed.

Às a means of neasuring responsibility

between private, particular individuals, the standard which is imposed

upon these relations appears as a reconstructicn of the specific case in

accordance with how the ideal typical individual would have behaved.

Central to such an ideal conception is that it accentuaLes its object

one-sidedly or abstractly, raising to the level of concept what is

apparently common among all members of its class, thereby negating

particul"ar differences in what has been drawn away from (abstracted

from) particularity.

In legal terns, determination of

to be made in each and every case, as each case brought before it would

necessarily manifest a unique character, and unique individuals involved

in a unique context. Precedent in negligence cases would be alone

insufficient to determine what 'the law' should be. in its indifference

to particularity, the determinalion of this norm could only be external

and duty in the relations

this abstract character would have
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to the specifíc case, and not some abstraction inherent in each

individual brought before the court, which over time empirically

abstracted this common essence and codified its existence. R¡ther, the

origin of this normative principle is product and form of a particular

system of social relations brought to conscious reflection in legal

thought, and manifesting the abstract character of social relations, or

its appearance in the form of abstract generality. Tort law, in this

l.¡ay expresses the abstract character of social relations, transforming

its ideal expression, in form of the law of commodity circuLation.

The forms of legal action of the early common law courts did not

provide an adequate means of lega1 redress for merchant endeavors. The

exchange of commodities is a specific form of social relation, different

from the social formation of feudalism. Systems of social relations

develop forms of consciousness peculiar to them, and express this

development in unique ideological formations. The development of law

merchant is one such example of this difference. Law merchant expressed

the legitimate principles of commodity exchange, principles which were

antithetical to the smooth functioning of the feudal order which had its
basis in hierarchy and privilege, rather than equality posited by

exchangers. The principle of bona fides and the procedural rules of

evidence of the law merchant courts, therefore, stand in stark contrast

to the principles and procedures of the common law courts, and, in that

the law merchant was afforded a degree of independence from these feudal

courts, i.t expressed the logic of the commodity form.

Summarv
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The la¡s of tortious negligence, on the other hand, reflected a

further transformation of the system of commodity exchange. The

at¡straction which forms the norm of responsibility of tort law is a

result of the secondary elaboration of the content of socially

determined forms of consciousness which posited the product of

production as money. The form of l-egal thinking adopted and transformed

under the jurisdiction of the Àdmiralty, in the fifteenth and following

centuries, rationalized and systematized the developing form of the

social character of money relations. Money, the symbolic expression of

the power of social relations, possessing within itself the capacity

universal equivalence, and therefore acting as a mediator of the

relations between the products of labour, expresses the capacity to make

abstraction from all particular forms of labour

In the legal context, the secondary elaboration of the money form of

social relations expresses the social, and therefore abstract, character

of this relation as a norm (i.e. external standard) to which the actions

of equal juridical personalities (as expressed in the contractual

relation based on simple exchange) are measured. In tort cases, lega1

reflection merely posits and consciously elaborates what is already

present (i.e. in an unreflected form in ordinary consciousness) as the

'law' of relations mediated by money, and upon this basis develops a

normative standard llhich appears as one abstract juridical personality

against which all other persons and their relations are measured. The

Admiralty courts first developed this principle and lhe lega1 procedures

for its determination. In the collision cases of admiralty law, a jury

of merchants and mariners, combined with the testimony of expert
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responsibility which should be imposed in each case.

It was not until the middle of the seventeenth century that the

common Law courts began to incorporate the principles and procedures

developed by the Àdmiralty. in the dissolution of feudal relations and

the resulting domination of social relations manifest as money, the

principles of the Admiralty courts had become the legitimate means for

the determination the disputes which arose within such transactions. The

incorporation of the principles of the Admiralty courts into the common

i"aw was the direcL result of this movement.

seventeenth century onward, the common law courts slowly incorporated

not only Àdmiralty jurisprudence, but the Admiralty's jurisdiction as

wel1.

the standard
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From the middle of the



0n the level of struclure, legal thinking mirrors the development of the

commodity form and moneyi the emergence of commodity exchange paral1els

the emergence of equal juridical personalities and the money form

parallels the development of the abstraction, reasonable man. BaIbus

(1978:77), for example, following Pa.shukanis (1951 ), is correct in his

argument that; "the logic of the legal form and the logic of the

commodity form are one and the same", but stops short of developing the

principle of their connection and to locate the origin of the lega1

ideological form. In formulating the problem of the lega1 form, he does

not make a d!stinction between the legal form as it applies to

commodities, money, and capital, instead he confuses the commodity form

with capital by not following the logical process of the metamorphosis

of the one into the other. The legal form is presented only as'false'
consciousness, and therefore is not granted it legitinacy as a'correct'
(though not 'true') interpretation of the very real forms of social

relations. His task consists mainly in the delegitimation of the legal

form, taking the idealist standpoint that the 1ega1 form "creates a

fetishized relationship between individuals" (nalbus, 1978:83), rather

coNcrusr0N

than merely elaborating what is already present.

notwithstanding, Balbus acknowledges that his argument is timited only

to the demonstration of the "structural or synchronic homologies" of the

commodity and legal forms. From this standpoint, only the parallel

development of the real and ideal forms is manifest.

-87-

These facts
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lrhile the specific example of the emergence of contract and tort law

presented here is intended as an illustration of simultaneous

development of specific forms of social relations and forms of legal

consciousness, the central purpose of this paper has been to develop,

not simply the parallel development of legal thought with its social

basis but to elaborate the the principles of the connection between

forms of human activity and forns of consciousness.

The production of lega1 ideology has, at its basis, socially

determined phenomenal forms of consciousness as 'material' for its
reflective thinking. What reflective thought does, and why it is a

logical manifestation of the forms of commodity and mcney, is to raise

the abstract categories already present in unreflective consciousness

(ordinary consciousness, or consciousness formed in the language of real

life) to the level of a concept, isolates them, and on this conceptual

l-evel, normalizes them. The tendency for ideology is to develop the

norms of

based.

In systems of social activity mediated by things, and through the

metamorphosis which these things undergo, they stand as the primary

objective phenomena of consciousness. It is not however to be understood

that it is consciousness which is at all objectified. Rather, it is

human activity (its movement and relations) which forms the process of

objectification -- though in this process consciousness necessarily

participates. Activity forms consciousness' primary object, that is,

activity contains consciousness as its ideal moment. in the activity
which is ideally posited as bringing the products of particular forms of

the the specific form of social relations upon which it is
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labour into relalion (a social relation of products of labour) there is

a simultaneous effect both on the product (or the objectivity involved

in a relation), and the active subject who ideally posits the product of

this process. Therefore, relative to the form of activity, and its
simultaneous effect on both subjective and objective forms, "it is

senseless to distinguish object from consciousness" (t"tamardaåvi1i,

'1986:107) or real from ideal. Because systems of hunan relations are

mediated by things, such that it is things which become involved in a

social rel-ation, they become endowed with, and consciousl-y represent,

social meaning.

The real social relations which take place within the system, i.e.
relations of commodities, money, and later, capital, define the figures

and phenomena of consciousness, and present themselves as relatively

stable embodiments of sense and meaning. These objectivities of

consciousness therefore act as the ultimate point of reference and

regulation in the social formation as a whoLe. It is, however, the

content of such objectivities (as products and forms of social sensuous

activity) which gives them their degree of stability in the regulation

of the system. Determining the origin of these objectivities makes it
possible to both derive, and make sense of, the complex secondary forms

of consciousness such as the emergence and development of the lega1

ideas of contract and tort.
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